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FOR
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GAY MEN
IN MAINE

Second Anniversary Issue
No Etoo1n At The Inn
by Barb Wood

Recently two local lesbians were dis- that "the homosexual lifestyle is a percriminated against in the area of public sonar and societal tragedy." She comaccommodations. They had called the pared this policy to their policy of not
Grey Havens Inn in Georgetown Island , allowing_young children.or pets at the inn.
Five Islands, Maine to make reservations "Even ifwe felt it was immor to bring in
o with not
for a weekend stay. When asked what children, this has nothing
type of accommod ations they wished,
bringing children in t
. It is for
the inn are
their reply was a room for two with a safety reasons. The gr
double bed. T he clerk thein asked for the unsafe for children."
1lar comparinames of both parties and upon learning son was made to the'
ts" policy.
they were both women, hesitated , and
When questione
r about the
then passed the ·p hone to the owner. She, health problems of g
in turn , asked if they had seen the inn's
Hardcastle quoted fro
brochure which states thieir policy that lished by the lnstitut
people of the same sex cannot share the Investigation of Sex
same bed. The couple had not seen the eron, chairperson. (
brochure and did
a e re80III! ·
on Cameron in our
as they didn't want accomrnodation;s~w:~
1·tt-'h",ffl"P~~~:_.::,
twin beds.
Upon hearin g this, Our .Paper sent for a
Grey Havens lnn brochure. The brochure
states the following :
"As this is a fumi ly op
that potential guests ~e
with one bed are rent
of the opposite sex onl
of family members . W
to refuse service t_o a
served a room for su
w1thout .our knowledge .
Our Paper contacted
why they instituted sue
Hardcastle, who own~
her husband , was ver
about their reasons. Sh
was instituted " mainly
aspects ." She explain
Dallas where I was invo
and decorating a nd my
ter was involved in the
fri ends had been d ia
Seve nteen people kno
..:1rcle of friends. have
stated that her family'

Gay'·M an i\ssaulted At
24 -Hour Restaurant
by Fred Berger
One of the best-known members of the One of the.m came- over to our table and
Portland gay community sported a large says, ·~aggots! ', and spits in a plate of food ,
black eye las
onth after being assaulted then picks up a cup of coffee and throws it
while eating
nny 's Restaurant on Con- in my face. I was dumbfounded. I picked
gress Street
land. According to the up a cup of coffee and threw it in his face."
assault vict
ho wishes to remain .After furth er exchanges ''the guy j umped up
incident occurred as · over the booth and came at me with a steak
knife . The manager acted like it was our
"It was a
'clock in the morning. fault. She tried to get us out of there before
Five of us we
mg at a table chatting . the police arrived. We refused to leave and
All of a sudde
Id hear right behind my tried to press charges but the police wouldn't
head some gu
ng 'You guys are fag- let us ."
·
·
.
gots ! ' .. .I turn
nd and said , ' Yeah'we
Both of the assaulted men agreed that
r breakfast and minding De nny's . one of the only all-night
o why don 't you turn resta~rants in Portland, is a "rough place,
ame . "'
e~pec1ally for gay people'' , and suggested
that Denny's employ a security guard dura waiter a
ently. Broder feels that
for harassment" there .
ident in whjch a group
'th a churcti group ha.men one Sunday night.
d the children to ''step
awl). The parents, who
cident, intervened in time
. Broder emphasized that
ent, particularly night
sa, was always very supple who were harassed
ement treated hi111 very
ay man.
he.didn't feel gays were
other groups. "We have
s here. We get a lot of
en get harassed and
·d . Sassa said that he
ortland police to proage on weekend nights
Id not provide that ser.
· y guard
f private
ead he has

..................................
After months of careful planning, the
Health Action Committe,e has realized its
primary goal: the AIDS-Line , a telephone
service providing Assistance! Information ,
Direction and Support to the ever growing
number of people whose lives are affected
by AIDS. The AIDS-Lim! will be in operation fro m 7 to 10 p.m. Monday, Wednesday. and Friday. Trained volunteers will be
on line to answer the public's questions, to
make referrals for services, and to offer
comfort and support. When ·unstaffed, a
taped message will refer callers to other
sources of information and assistance.
The idea for a telephone service centered
around Acquired Immunodeficiency Syn-

peop e
Universalist Church on Congress St. to
discuss what needed to be done in this community to address AIDS. (At that time there
was only one indigenous case diagnosed.)
Present were members of GHAC , the Gay
People's Alliance, the Maine Health Foundation, parist)0ners of the UUC, and other
conce rned citizens. After some discussion,
the idea of a telephone serv ice patterned
after the AIDS hotlines in New York and
Boston was selected as an " immediate
need ". Six months later , with the need just
as immediate. the AIDS-Line is a reality.
continued on page 1 7

Other incidents of violenc~ aga inst gay men have occurred in Portland
this summer, but have received no publicity because the victims have chosen .
n0t to be public abot.tt the attacks. Of particular concern is a crime that
has been repeated at least four times recently, presumably by the same
man. In eac!h case gay men have been robbed at knifepoint by a man who
they paid for sex after meeting him in Deering Oaks Park. He is described
· as 22 to 25 years old, six feet tall, 150 pounds , with blond hair, blue eyes,
and ''bad teeth". The attacks all occurred between eight and eleyen in
the evening. None were reported to the police.

'HAPJPY BIRTHDAY
o·uRPAPER .

- Classifieds

Two. That's not very many candles on the Our Paper cake. But. as with children.
it' s very significant; we ' re: twice as old as we were last year at this time .
This is the twenty-fifth issue. (There, that' s a brighter cake ) We consistently do .six·teen pages now , made possible with the greatly increased support from advertisers gay and straight. Hopefully the number of people we reach is increasing , too . ·
.
On this birthday occasion we want to take the opportunity to blow our own horn : To
remind you that we've wriltten about numerous political issues affecting us as gay men
and lesbians; that we've published interviews with interesting members of our c.ommunity
in nearly every issue; that we've included artit:les about gay Republicans and lesbian
nuns, the Unitarian Church and the Army , civil rights and the lack of them, testicular
cancer and vaginitis (can you thank us. enough?); an~ that we've reported on the AIDS
crisis regularly since the very first issue. We have been a reference guide for meetings
and entertainment and an outlet for personal reflections and creativity . Many people put
in many hours to get each issue out.
Good. But growth and development isn't necessarily reflected in these facts and figures .
The important thing 'is the extent to which Our Paper is the " source of infon:nation.
support, and affirmation , and a vehicle for celebration , by and for members of the lesbian ~nd gay men's communities", as stated in our purpose. What do you get out of
ii? Do we excite and/or satisfy you? Do we· meet your needs? Are we doing better? If
not, how can we? You can help us celebrate our big Number Two by letting us know
your thoughts this month. We ' ll appreciate the input and we'll try to_be responsive .

GWM , 38. healthy , intelligent. attractive .
romantic . enjoy movies. plays, dancing,
wa·Ik s. scenic New England - -Open to
friend ship , dating & possibility of
monogamous lover relationship - my time
& honest communication with GM who wiU
share same. Write Advertiser #4 , c/o Oul
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland , ME
04104.
Help Wanted - Gay People's Alliance is
currently looking for three USM workstudy
students to work on our staff this fall. If you1
are hard-working , would like to work on
gay/lesbian/bisexual issues , and can work
collectively as well as individually, please
contact the GPA at 780-4085. Leave
message or keep trying .
DICKand more! Need dick? You need
AD-MEN"S big, sizzling-hot, uncensored
. national cock-adlists. Nude/erotic infopixpak $3 .00: AD-MEN , 59 West 10th, NYC
10011. Things go better with cock!

Job opening - South Portland . .Work in
fabrication shop utilizing table. panel· and
band saws . Some wood working experience
helpful. Dependabl\!. personable. creative
and openmindedness desirable . Must be
available to start immediately. 40 hour
week ,' Monday thru Friday. $4 . to start.
Serious replies can contaet O~eupant, P.O.
Box 10442, Portland , Me. 04101. All inquiries answered. Male/female. ·
IIIIIIIII IIIIII Ill llllll II Ill 11111111111111111111111111111111111111!11111111111

The rate for classifieds is $4 for 30
words, 10¢ for each additional word. For
personals add $2 for handling. All ads
must be prepaid. Mail ads to Our Paper,
P .O. Box 1-0744, Portland, ME 04104. We
ask that you not use sexually explicit
language in your personals. Responses
to personals will not be opened by Our
Paper and will be forwarded to you twice
monthly.
11111111111111111111111111 IIIII IIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII Ill ll!IIID 1111111111111

PURPOSE

Letters

OUR PAPER is published
monthly by the OUR PAPER
Collective, P.O. Box 10744,
The Reverend Rose Mary Denman
graduated nor been ordained, but even to
Portland, .Maine 04104. The
Authors Response
c/o "Our Paper"
purpose of OUR PAPER is ·to serve
me that sounds a little crass. We are ·
as a voice for lesbians and gay men
P.O. Box 10744
"called" to _go into the ministry. The
Unfortunately _our intentions a:re not in
Maine. We wish the newspaper to
Portland, Maine 04104
fringe benefits are not meant to be lifo inalways clearly transmitted in the written be a source of information, support
surance policies. Perhaps your leaving the
word. I am certainly neither judging nor and affirmation, and a vehicle for
Dear Rose· Mary: parish was not solely due to yo.o r new- · challenging my lesbian and gay colleagues celebration, by and for members oJ
foun_d lesbianism, but rather to an exwho choose. to remain in parish ministry, . the lesbian and gay me.n 's
I was terribly excited when I saw your · treme case of .burn out. Which would be . and therefore, by necessi_ty , al~o choosing communities. We want the paper to
article, "Breaking Silence -- A Metl)odist
perfectly understandab\e, given tbe
to remain in the closet. We must each re- reflect our diversity, as well.
Minister Speaks Out", in the August issue
Methodist pblicy regarding the ordination
spond to our life situations out of our own
of "Our Paper~'. Hpwever, my exciteof ltomosexuals. That, coupled with the · knowlegge, guidance. a_nd choice-making
EDITORIAL POLICY
ment soon :turned to dismay. I want to
responsibilities of a parish. minister, are·
processes.
.
share with you and the other readers why
enough to: give an.yone :a good case oti
It may also seem to be that I chose to leave
We will consider for publication an:y
I became so discouraged. Firs(, let me say
burn-out. Perhaps, howeyer, you might
parish ministry simply to save myself the irn- material that broadens our understand
that I am pleased you fiave made a deci-' take a serious look at . the reasons you . convcni'ence or hardship that might be a pai-t ing of mfr lifestyles and of each ot~er.
sion that is comfortable fo1r you and that entered the ministry before you make
of "coming out" and facing the conse:: Views and opinions appearing in thf
seems right at the present time. ,
_ st~tements regarding your material
quences that the church might choose to paper are those of the authors only.
As an "out" seminary student I am
livelihood again.
.
·
All material submitted.must be signec
hand out. We each need to acknowledge our
very well aware of the problem of ordina'fhe support you asked· for is out there, . own limitations, and I know that I could not and include an address and/ or phone
tion which you speak about .. Yet I am con- Rose Mary, but you need to know how to . fight for the right of lesbians and gay men number, so we can contact the authc
should we need to consider editorial
vinced that my work in the church is too
reach out for it, especially from your
to _be a part of parish ministry while at the revisions. However, within the pages oJ
important to leave behind. Not everyone Methodist sisters · and brothers. Don't
same time deJJ.ling with the necessity of fin- the newspaper, articles . can ·appear
feels that they can l~ve thf: parish as you
make· them teel guilty or weak because
ding employment and housing. There is also anonymously, upon request, a,nd strict
did, or leave any kind of ordained they have not done what you have done.
the local church to consider. I had come to confidentiality will 'be observed. No
ministry. They have committed
Their commitment still ·lies in the parish
love the members of my congregation and revisions or rejections of material will
themselves to the . church, whatever the or special ministry. Help them work from:
realized that for better or worse they had occur without dialogue with the author.
work, and they do not feell' compelled to within the system to reach the "powers- · superimposed upon me all of the attributes
We welcome and encourage all our
let their sexuality stand in the way of that that-be" with the real message the church: · that they considered befitting a " good r eaders to submit material for
publication and share your comm~nts,
work. The issue of coming: out or not is should be sending forth. Not every one is:
pastor·· . Unfortunately , this included th,e criticisms and positive feelings with us.
a very personal one, as you are well
ready to take such a giant leap and not· - · supposed heterosexuality of their pastor. To
aware. Therefore your call to all gay and every one is willing to leave their life's . have blatantly di sregarded their feelings by Remember, OUR PAPER is Your
Paper!!! DEADLINE for each issue ·is
.lesbian ministers to come Olllt and be sup- work and "call" to make a statement. It
coming out of the closet while sti11 serving the 10th of the month.
portive is at best a call into the darkness.
takes people like you and me from the
as their pastor would have hurt them and the_
There are ways to work i111 the church's
outside and those other people on the in. SUBSCRIPTIONS
issue of lesbian and gay pastors more than
system and not be out, but make incrediside to really make the church change. We
Subscriptions are $12 for one year (12
anything else I could have done.
hie inroads into changing the patterns that can no_t do it alone. Believe me, I've tried.
"Our Paper·· readers niay choose to issues), $20 for two years, and $30 for
are so old and so oppressive. Some peo- Be grateful that our_sisters and brothers
argue this point with me, and that is their three years. Make checks payable to
"OUR PAPER". All submissions and
pie have chosen this route and that must are still' in the pulpits and in the parishes
right and privilege. I take neither offense nor _ correspondence should be sent to OUR
be respected and looked alt as a positive making the difference. Granted, it is slow,
issue with those who choose to differ witlh P,APER, P.O. BOX 10744, Portland,
but it is happening.
alternative.
my opinions.
Maine 04104.
I am glad you are now in Portland.
I was also bothered by yolllr reasons for
leaving the parish: ·"I do not want to lose Perhaps we will see more of you and feel
OUR PAPER COLLECTIVE '
Rose Mary Denman
_·my job, my home, and alll those fringe
your influence in the religious circles in
Fred Berger
Phil Gautreau
Maine.
·
benefits in one fell swoop!''' Is that why
Beth
Diane Elze
you went into the ministry,. to get a job,
Norman Brillant
Ginny LaCrow
a .home and fringe benefits.? That is not Sincerely,
Skip Brushaber
Bruce Smith
my understanding of tlile ministry.
Alice
Dunn
Barbara
Wood
D
Granted, I am only a ·Senior and have not
Julia Flanagan
Tom Sumnpr

,(207) 797 -9327
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TELEPHONE:
. 581 -1788
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Maine Legislators Targeted .. Maine Democrats Support
Lesbian Candidate
ByGRNL
by Ada Harrington

by P.S. Sutherland
The Gay and Lesbian Civil Rights Bill (H .R. 230) has been reintroduced into the !st
Session of the 99th Congress . The authors. Rep. Ted Weiss (D-NY) and Henry Wax·man (D-CA) , have been joined by 63 other House cosponsors in supporting the legislative
amendment to the Ci-vii Rights Act of 1964 . Its purpose is to prohibit discrimination
on the basis of affectional or sexual orientation by inserting the phrase ' 'affectional or
sexual orientation" into five sections of the existing Civil Rights legislatir:>n .
Gay Rights National Lobby has identified both Rep . John McKernan and Rep. Olympia Snowe as potential cosponsors for this legislation . It is important that both of these · •
Maine legislators-be cont.acted as soon as possible, giving them encouragement to know :
that they have a constituency in support of such legislation.
·: :
The following is a sample letter that may be used when writing to your Representative :
in support of H.R. 230. Handwritten letters are perfectly acceptable, anc! it is most effective when you personalize your letters in some way , as legislators want their constituents to know them as individuals. Below, also, are the Washington addresses of Maine's
Representatives, along with their D .C . and local telephone numbers.
If vou would like more information, or are interested in becoming an important part
of the local constituent network supporting Civil Rights for gay men and lesbians, please
contact either: GRNL Field Associate, P.O. Box 1681, Portland, ME 04104, or GRNL's
main office, P.O. Box 1892, Washil}gton, DC 20013.

((your address))
((date))
The Honorable
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear

Representative,_________________

As one of your constituents, I urge you to become a cosponsor of the WeissWaxman Gay Civil Rights Bill (HR 230) now pending in the House of Representatives. The bill would amend existing statutes to outlaw discrimination on the basis
of sexual orientation with respect to employment, housing, public facilities and
federallv assisted opJ>0rtunities.
,
Nearly 70 sbtte and local jurisdictions have laws protecting gay men and women,
but in most places it is legal to discriminate against the estimated 22 million citizens
who are gay. Every day gays are denied housing, employment, and other opportunities most citizens take for granted, simply because of their sexual orientation.
Despite some rhetori<: to the contrary, gay people do not seek any special privileges;
rather they seek only the chance to lead productive lives as responsible citizens.
It is very important to me that you go on record in opposition to discrimination
by becoming a cosponsor of this bill. Please let me know whether you decide to
cosponsor this legislati.on. I appreciate your consideration.
Sincerely yours,
((your name))
Rep. John McKermm
1535 LHOB
US House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
D.C.: (202) 225-6116
Portland: (207) 780-3381

Rep. Olympia Snowe
133 CHOB
US House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
D.C.: (202) 225-6306
Bangor: (207) 945-0432

Ramada Inn - One -rear Later
the Ramada was the State Bureau of Health.
In May , state health officials scheduled an
open forum to discuss the establishment of
It has been one year since the Ramada Inn
alternate sites for testing for the HTL V3 anof Portland cancelled a confirmed dinner
tibody . When informed by members of the
reservation with the Harbormasters, a gay
gay community about the Ramada, James .
men's fraternal organization, because it feit
Novotny , director of STD services for the
state, rescheduled the meeting for the
the event was ' 'too controversial and might
1
Portland Public Safety Building.
result in unfavorable press publicity for
them." Since that time an informal boycott
The most recent boycott-related cancellahas resulted in at least four sympathetic
tion came from the Maine Licensed Pracgroups changing the location of events
tical Nurses Association. President Tim
which were planned for the Ramada.
McBrady rescheduled the association's anThe first group to cancel arrangements
nual meeting to the Holiday Inn in order to
with the Ramada was the Bicknell Photo
show support of the boycott.
Service, a large photo-processing lab in
It is uncertain whether the cancellation of
Scarborough. Robin Lambert, personnel
these events has affected the attitude of the
director and coordinator of Bicknell 's annual
Ramada management toward gay groups.
company dinner, rescheduled the event to
Mr. Joseph Dugas, general manager of the
the Holiday Inn after the Ramada 's treat- Portland Ramada Inn says that he has no
ment of the Harbormasters . Lambert says . policy against gay groups. ' 'We do not
that Bicknell subseque111tly spent over $4,000 discriminate, " he said. Dugas claims that
gay and lesbian groups have met there in the
for services at the Holiday Inn.
Early this year the Portland Lyric Theatre past year, but he would not name any
was planning an event at the Ramada. When specifically . Asked if he would accept a
a company member informed the Board of reservation for this year's Autumnfest dinDirectors about the boycott, the Board chose ner, sponsored by the Harbormasters, Dugas
said only that ''we screen each group
an alternate site.
The third group to change its plans with separately: ' ,

At the .Tune Democratic National Committee meeting, Christine Riddiough
made a last minute effort to ensure lesbian / gay representation by running as an
independent, at-large candidate for the
Democratic National Committee. Christine is president of the Gertrude Stein Gay
and Lesbian Democratic Club of Washington, D.C. and the Director of Lesbian
Rights at the Washington headquarters
of the National Organization for Women.
The DNC seats approximately 300
members and meets twice a year. The
chairman, Paul Kirk, can appoint 25 seats
subject to approval of the rest of the
DNC. His slate contained 12 men and 13
women, none of them openly gay or lesbian. Their names were not released Ullltil
a few days before the meeting. There was
little time to organize a campaign for an
alternative candidate.
In a recent interview, Dale McCormick
shared her experience concerning the
DNC slate. She received a letter from
Tom Chorlton of the National Asso1ciation of Gay and Lesbian Democratic
Clubs which informed her of the pending.
elections. It listed Maine's four DNC
members and urged her to lobby them to
vote for any openly gay or lesbian DNC
candidates. Lobby she did. Maine voted
unanimously for Christine. Thanks are
due to our four committee members:
Tony Buxton, Keron Kerr, Barbara
Trafton, and Charlie Micholeau. Although Christine did not win, she did capture 22% of the vote, a significant accomplishment under the circumstances. Some
DNC members may have been discour-

aged from voting for Christine since they
were required to sign their ballots.
In addition to Maine, other states
voting unanimously for Christine were:
Delaware, Wisconsin , Rhode Island,
)Vashington, South Dakota, and Vermont.
Reached by phone in her Washington
office, Christine stated "I'm concerned
not only with the lack of inclusion of lesbians and gay men in the DNC and its
councils, but also with some of the other
ways he (Paul Kirk) is working to be less
inclusive of other groups such as women
and minorities." No members of either
the Policy Council or the Fairness Commission are openly lesbian or gay. In addition women make up . only 40% of the
Policy Council membership. However,
Christine said ' we must still continue to
work in the party and push for it to be
inclusive. We must organize at the grass
roots level for lesbian, gay, and women
candidc!tes "so that they can run a reasonable campaign and not be left out in
the cold."
When she leaves her NOW position in
· September, Christine- will be helping to
organize a NAG LDC conference for people interested in running for office. Workshops will include strategies for how to
use the media, fund raising; and polling on
issues. The conference will be held on
November 23 and 24 in West Hollywood.
For additional information contact: Tom
Chorlton, National Association of Gay
and Lesbian Democratic Clubs, 1742
Mass. Ave. S.E., Washington, D.C.
20003 or call (202) 547-3104.

·························••·········•···•·••••··••••·•·•••••••••••••··••··••·••••·••

~'Undoing Racism"
The Gay People's Alliance.is on1r of the 15 Maine student and community organizations who have joined together to cosponsor a workshop on ''Undoing Racism", October 25, 26 and 27, 1985, at the University of Southern Maine. This coalition of gay/lesbian and straight persons is inviting the People's Institute for Survival and Beyond to
present this 2 I /2 day workshop in an effort to addre~s the issue of racism and combat
its destructiveness. It is the People's Institute's training assertion that no matter what
an organization's endeavors are directed towards i.e., racial minority, women's, gay/lesbian rights, nuclear freeze, Central A:merican issues or neighborhood community action, the organization must also hold in concern if and how they are reaching across
cultural and racial barriers in building their coalitions. If you are interested in attending
this workshop, registration opens September I. Please stop by and pick up your registration
packet at the USM Student Activity Office, Campus Center, Portland, at the Good Day
Market, 155 Brackett Street or the Portland Public Library, 5 Monument Square, Portland.
Registt:r early to insure your participation! For more information, call the Coalition On
Undoing Racism, 773-0193. Ask for Donna.

by Fred B,erger
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The Place To Meet and Dance
Open Mon.-Sat. 8 p.m.-1 a.m.
Sundays 4 p.m.-1 a.m. - Tea Dance
All Well Drinks $1 .50. 4-7
Bud & Bud Lite $1 .00
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38 CUSHING STREET
BRUNSWICK, MAINE 04011
725-2561
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~ PASTRIES AND CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS.
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AOTOMNFEST.
The third annual Autumnfest weekend
is set for September 21 and 22. Once
again, the celebration of gay and lesbian
life in Maine is being co-sponsored by the
Gay People's Alliance of the University of
Southern Maine and the Harbor Masters,
Inc., a local fraternal organiiiation.
Each year the organizers establish the
major events for the Autumn1fest and then
invite other groups and individuals to add
to the program. The Autumnfest Committee and the sponsoring organizations
have three major affairs set for the weekend:
The First Annual Autumnfest Classic
. _will begin at 9:30 a.m. on Saturday the
21st of September. The four mile course is
open to runners, walkers and rollers. The
$5.00 entry fee ($6.00 if you iregister late)
will benefit the new AIDS hotline recently established here in Portland.
The Classic will begin at the campus of
the Southern Maine Vocational Technical Institute in South Piortland. All
participants are to be there and ready at
least a half hour before the start.
Laura Smith of GPA is organizing the
Classic. Any entries should be sent to her
c/ o The Gay Peoples Alliance, 92 Bed. ford St., Portland,_Maine 04103. If you
have any questions, you can ull Laura at
the GPA offices-780-4085.
The Autumnfest Dinner was a tremendous-success last year. It will, once
again, be held at Verrillo's Restaurant
near Exit 8 off the Maine Turnpike in
Portland. The Dinner tickets cost $17.50
a person and have to be bought at least a
week in advance.
A cash bar will open at 7:30 on Saturday and the dinner will begin at 8:30. TJ:te
Autumnfest Committee has decided that
the proceeds from the dinner will be split
evenly between The Maine Health Foundation for its AIDS related work and the
Maine Lesbian and Gay Political Alliance for its ongoing efforts.
The two groups reflect the growing
need for gay men and lesbians in Maine to
address the health crisis that is tragically
striking our community more and more
and alsp the need for a continuing political effort to assure our civil rights and
the public representation in Maine.
Former State Senate President Gerard
Conley will · be honored at the dinner.
Conley has been a tireless advocate of gay
rights through his years as a major figure
in the politics of Maine. While others
might have worried about the impact of
what was a very unpopular issue when
Conley first began his gay SUJPport, he has
always insisted that our place in the
society was a matter of pressing civil
rights. More than any other public figure
in Maine, the Autumnfest committee decided that Conley deserved our recognition and thanks.
Tickets for the dinner are available by
mail order from the Autumnfest Committee. Please send a check or money
order for the exact amount to: Autumnfest Dinner, Box 4044, Station A, Portland, Maine 04101. The Committee is
hoping that other organizations in the

state will support the Autumnfest Dinner
and the organizations it will benefit by
selling blocks of tickets to their members
and friends. If you or your group could
help in this way, or if you have any other
questions about the tickets, call Laura
Smith (780-4085) or John Preston (7743865) for details. Tickets will also be
available at Our Books, 4 Pine Street, and
other local businesses after Labor Day.
On Sunday, September 22, the Harbor
Masters, Inc. will again hold an Autummfest Flea Market and Street Fair. It will be
held in the parking lot of the new student
center at USM,. moving inside the center
in case of rain.
Anyone with anything to sell or -promote in the community is welcome to rent
a table. Crafts, antiques, recycled items,
food, non-alcoholic beverages, all will
find a welcome audience at the flea market and street fair which drew hundreds of
people last year.
Table rental is $10.00. If you're interested, call John Preston (774-3865) or
write to the Harbor Masters at: Box 4044,
Station A, Portland, Maine 04 to I.
If you have any goods that you would
like to donate for the flea market, please
drop them off at Our Books. If you have a
large amount of material that you think
would be interesting to the flea marke~. let
us know (call 774-3865) and we'll arrange
to pick up your goods.
_
_
The Autumnfest .Coordinators earnestly hope that others in Maine will
decide to add to this program. Any
activity that would celebrate the pride
and dignity of our lives would be a welcome contribution to Autumnfest. A performance, singers, actors, dancers, a
crafts show, any of these would be positive contributions that you could make to
the Autumnfest happening.
But most important is your participation in those things that are already set
up. Not orily are they good times to come
together, meet one another and have a
great celebration, they're also ways you
can support the vital and increasingly
active gay and lesbian organizations in
Maine.
Our civil rights law was defeated.again-, we are facing a catastrophic
health crisis, the right wing fanatics are
sharpening their knives-again . .. We've
always loved a party, but right now, we
need one, badly.
This isn't a time lo sit on the sidelines.
It's a time to find a way to take part in the
work and the progress of our young institutions. Autumnfest gives you a chance to
do just th~t.

Gay People-'s A~lli~nce Update
· by Rick Bouchard
September is not just another ·month for
the Gay People's Alliance. It's the beginning ofa new school year. We'd like to share
some changes, reiterate who and what we
are, announce our plans - in other words ,
make some new school year's resolutions:

vary each week and the focus will be on people and topics relating to Maine with an emphasis on incre:t,sing the public awareness on
a variety of issues. More help will be needed
for the writing and producing of each week's
programs. Volunteers welcome.

Staff

Lending Library

Our staff has been Rick Bouchard, Laura _
Smith, Ginny LaCrow, Phil Gautreau, and
·
Charlie Dwyer.
Phil has been with the GPA since
September of 1983. He's moving on in his
last semester of school, after two diligent
years of service. Thank you Phii!
I have decided to resign from the GPA
after 17 months. It's also my senior year and
I will be devoting it to study as well as to
a few "taking care of self' activities.
Ginny has decided to accept the coordinatorship of the U.S .M. Women's Forum.
Laura Smith will remain as GPA Coordinator while she breaks into the radio
business at WMPG at USM.
Charlie Dwyer will also remain at GPA
and will be joined by new staff to be hired
this month.-

-We have a large collection of gay, lesbian,
and bisexual literature available for loan.
Also, periodicals such -as Bay Windows,
Gay Community News, and Our Paper; are
all free for the taking. We'd love to expand
our collection with donated books.
. We also have a video collection. Among
the tapes is "Making Love" and a NOVA
special on AIDS .

Peer Counseling Services and
Speakers Bureau
There has been counseling services at
GPA for some time. We are now seeking
two new counselors - ~one male and one
female. We are now asking for token donations from those who meet with our
counselor, to recoup some of the costs of
the operation. We also provide referrals to
counselors and answer crisis calls at the
office.
The Gay Speakers Bureau has been busy
this year. Workshops or presentations have
been given at the Lewiston YWCA. Gray
teachers - training, Andov~r Institute.
Sacopee Valley f{igh School and various
classes at USM. If you would like to be
added to the list of available speakers. please
let us know.

Gay Radio
There is a small group of people who are
organizing -an alternative radio show.
WMPG, the University of Southern Maine's
radio station is helping us develop a program
that will include lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
feminist issues. The format of the program
will be loosely composed of music and news
built around a guest speaker. The theme will

Name Change
We have received six applications for our
name change contest. A committee will
choose the new name in September. Stay
tuned.

Groups
All groups in the past have been facilitated
by one of our staff members, which has lead
to a high level of burn-out. Our policy in
the future .viii be that we will sponsor a new
group or activity if there is someone willing to lead the group and be the liason between the group and our office.
/
Current groups are:
Lesbian/Gay Parents Support Group meets Monday evenings at 7 to discuss
issues of parenting, dealing with ex-spouses,
etc.
Friday Night Discussion Group- We are
combining the Lesbian Discussion Group
with the Friday Night Discussion Group and
w"ill be covering a wide spectrum of topics
with a variety of speakers.
Men's Support Group - a new men·s
support/therapy group will be J tarting
September 10th on Tuesday evenings at the
Unitarian Universalist Church on Congress
St. from 6 to 7:30 p.m . The fee will be S4 .
per session.
Womyn's Support Group - Rose Mary
Denman. a lesbian counselor in Portland is
willing to facilitate a womyn·s support/therapy group this fall or winter. Call
our office if you would be interested in such
a group.
We're looking forward to a good year.
Come see us!

-·Gay Men's S upport Group
1

The Gay People's Alliance has announced that it will be sponsoring a Gay Men's Support Group . The group will begin Tuesday ., September \0, from 6:00 to 7:30 at the First
Parish Unitarian Universalist Church in Portland. It will consist of ten members with
, a facilitator, and will meet once a week for twelve weeks. At that time the group will
open itself to new members and the process will resume . There will be a fee of $4.00
per person per evening. Bert LeClair will be facilitating the group.
The support group is designed for gay men to share their trials. tribulations. areas
of concern, strengths, hopes, and weaknesses . and to act as a support system for each
other. The group will develop its own norms , goals. and objectives.
A support group is distinguished from a discussion group in that it will £.)ose its doors
to new members for a designated period o1f time so that the group members can develop
relationships with each other free from inhibitions caused by new members ·entering on
a weekly basis . This setting allows for the self-disclosure and free flow of growth that
results from trust.

GREAT EXspecTATIONS!
Rewarded. The next tim_
e
you spec copy for typese tting . ·speci fy The Type
Room - complete phototypesetting and proofread ing services at reasonable
rates.

Restaurant Fran<;ais

27 Forest Avenue, Portland
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''Your Backbone's Conne~cted To. • •''
An Introduction To Chil~opractic

by R.J. Bass

When we use the term " gay and lesbian
health ... we are usually referring to health
issues related directly to our sexuality : sexually transmitted diseases, stress caused by
homophobia , substance abuse, etc . But most
of us know that our main health concern is
ST AYING HEALTHY -· pericxi. There are
several approaches to leading a healthful
life, involving nutrition , emotional stress
reduction , exercise, health education , and
the general prevention of illness and infection. One particular practice that advances
a belief in the body's power to keep itself
healthy is chiropractic.
Chiropractic care is a very popular,
though much maligned , alternative to treatment by medical doctors . It is based on a
·very specific theory that relates the spinal
column and nervous system to the
maintenance of health.
The nervous system, with its 100,000
miles of nerve fibers , acts as a coordinator
for the bcxiy 's physical and mental functions.
The nervous system also relates us to the
world around us and is re:sponsible for our
social interaction and adaptation. According
· to chiropractic theory , the nervous system
has to be completely free of "interference"
for a person to be 100% healthy . This interference is the result of some sort of stress
imposing on the body. T°hrough the carrying on of day-to-day life, our nervous
systems are under pressur~ to provide the
pathways for the body 's own healing
mechanism, known ais "innate intelligence. " When interference prevents our
innate intelligence from taking care of the
body or one of its parts, tlile integrity of the
nervous system is compromised, leading to
ill-health , or, as chiropractors put it, "dis2
ease ." (This is not to be confused with
-disease - the term we use to describe or
label a set of symptoms .)
'
This theory was first espoused in the
I 880's by an eccentric me:dical practitioner
in Canada, D.D. Palmer. According to the
folk-lore , Palmer's janitor had been completely deaf for a number of years, following an injury . Palmer discovered a large
lump in the janitor's neck bones. 'By cracking his neck, Palmer was able to cure the
man's deafness and set his neck straight. The
lump had be~n a subluxate:d vertebra. From
this experience, Palmer discovered the
chiropractic art. He named it after two
Greek words meaning " hand " and " practice." His son, BJ. Palmer, is credited with
developing chiropractic as a science ,
through research and pra.ctice.

Today, chiropractic is still based on the
theory that the displacement of the bones of
the spine, or vertebra, cause interferences
in the nervous system. This d;:,placement is
called subluxation . When a vertebra is
subluxated, it occludes, or blocks, the space
between itself and the adjacent vertebra,
where the nerve root exits the spinal cord.
This occlusion impinges on the nerve, causing interference . The interference is a sort
of lowered resistance . Different vertebra
will correspond to specific parts of the bcxiy ,
and a subluxated vertebra in a particular
place in the spine will cause dis-ease in the
corresponding organ or system.
By manipulating or adjusting the
backbone, a chiropractor repositions the
misaligned vertebra, rel!~ving the in.terference on nerves. This allows our innate
intelligence to return us to a state of health.
It is also believed that subluxation which
goes uncorrected may cause strain on the
spine's soft tissues, the discs, ligaments, and
tendons . Unrelieved problems can result in
changes in the discs , thickening of
ligaments , and further misalignment. In
severe cases, back muscles will spasm and
the deeper spinal tissues will be irritated .
The pain caused by this situation can be
transmitted along nerves to other parts of the
body. Reactions to the pain cause further
stress and a pain-tension cycle persists until the subluxation is corrected. This is when
chiropractic is useful for the treatment of
symptoms.
Chiropractic is also seen as a preventive
specialty . One can go to a chiropractor on
an occasional basis to have one's spine
checked and manipulated, in much the same
manner one may periodically have one's
teeth checked and cleaned.
An initial visit to the chiropractor includes
a medical history , and sometimes an X-ray .
Depending on the chiropractor' s specific
training , background and philosophy , s/he
may perform other tests to determine the
alignment of the spine. The results of the
spinal analysis will dictate the need for adjustment or manipulation. Adjustment involves pressure on the back and neck, by
pressing , pushing , turning and twisting. It
can be done gently and without pain.
Sometimes, though , if there is an existing
problem, pain may occur or temporarily
intensify .
The procedures used in chiropractic are
surprisingly nonintrusive. It is usually not
necessary to undress at the chiropractor's.
Another side benefit of chiropractic is that

is is generally inexpensive, with office-visit
fees (in Maine) ranging from about $12 to
$35 , depending on what services the
chiropractor provides.
The professional training of chiropractors
first requires 60 hours (about two years) of
undergraduate study in the sciences, though
it is likely that a Bachelor of Science degree
will be required in the near future.
Chiropractic education is a four-year program. The areas of study include anatomy ,
bacter'iology, pathology, biochemistry,
clinical and laboratory diagnosis, orthopedics, physical therapy , spinal analysis,
adjustive technique, etc . In addition to resident study, the student practices in a
· teaching clinic.
·Chiropractors must pass the National
Board of Chiropractic Examiners' te:sts ,
called National Boards, and the State
Boards, which are administered here by the
Maine Chiropractic Board of Examinc:rs.
Besides having these basic requirements in
common, chiropractors vary widely in teirms
of practice and philosophy .
"Straight" chiropractic (not referring to
sexual preference . here!) adheres to the
purest form of the profession, involving
minimal use of modalities other than spinal
analysis and adjustment. Some chiropractors, called "mixers," use other modalities,
ranging from vitamin therapies and exerdse
programs to very AMA-oriented methods.
There . is considerable debate among
chiropractors as to the relative merits. of
these approaches and philosophi~s. Some
see a treiid in the profession to have
chiropractors become more like MDs. This
accounts for the movement to require a B.S.
degree before chiropractic education. Many
mainstream orthopedists and physiical
therapists incorporate chiropractic methods

in their practices. Nonetheless, the AMA
has traditionally attacked chiropractic as
unscientific and curative only by placeboeffect - in other words , " quackery. " This ·
puts tremendous pressure on chiropractors
to professionalize, and some feel that they
do so at the expense of ·the integrity of
chiropractic theory .
W!1en choosing a chiropractor, you will
have to decide what you feel is most comfortable for· you in terms of practice and services. The time to stop seeing a chiropractor is when you're not understanding your
treatment or if you 're not getting straight
answers to your questions. If you feel that
the adjustments are not helping you or are
not pr~veriting you from getting ill, talk to
your chiropractor about it. The body is made
of physical matter, which has its limits even chiropractors will admit this. Some
people may need additional modes of treatment. As a preventive practice, some
recommend seeing a chiropractor every four
t,o six weeks, but this should be discussed
by practitioner and client (or patient).
In Maine, there are about 115 chiropractors. 11 % are female. There is no professional committee or networking of gay and
lesbian chiropractors. If sexuality is important to you in seeking care, you'll have to
directly ask the practitioner where s/he
stands.
· In the long run , the germane issue in gay
and lesbian health is finding the people and
tools to keep healthy without limiting our
needs to just sexual or affectional
preference. Chiropractic care is one
pos5ibility for doing this.
(Thanks to Sherrill Brittain, D.C. of
Rockland , for her help on this article.)
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~ Jackson Brook Institute
A Psychiatric Hospital Providing
Comprehensive Treatment
One out of five people, suffer serious depression at
some point in life.
Depression is common among middle-aged adults
- twice as common among women as men.
Depression is a medical illness. It can be treated.
Learn to recognize symptoms of serious depression.

• Changes in behavior activities:
Neglecting respcmsibility, uncaring about
appearance, loss of appetite, irritability.

-·--

)

O~ft1~ ~~·~
96 COURT ST.
Antique & Curio Shop
TEL. 782-0638 • AUIBURN, ME.

· Open: Mon.-Sat. JO- 5
Sundays 12-5
featuring art glass,
decorative lamps, art deco,
art ·nouveau, vintage
clothing, and.Jewelry

• Physical complaints:
Too much or too little sleep, low energy,
headaches.

"Portland's most
outstanding restaurant"

• Changes in fe4~1ings:

· 111 Middle Street
Portland, Maine 04104

When the above symptoms are severe or longlasting, get help. Depr,ession can be treated.

773-5424

Exaggerated guilt, hopelessness, worthlessness, loss of se~xual desire.

For more information, call Jackson Brook Institute,
175 Running Hill Road, South Portland, ME
(207) 761-2200

"No longer a secret,
but still a discovery"
Reservations
Suggested

We are ready to respond to your call immediately

-A Community C,are Systems Hospital-

Closed Mondays
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Smashii;ig Borders:
International Conference Convenes

" Marching to a Different Dru!llmer : Les- ·
bian and Gay Americans During World War
11. •· and John Scagliotti's. Robbie
Rosenberg' s and Greta Schiller's feature
documentary film " Before Stonewall"'. The
week ended on a hot note for the dykes w:th
'' Lesbians in Search of a Smut of Our Own··
sponsored by, according to emcee Chris
Be~rchell of The Body Politic, "an ad hoc
fa group of local lesb ian perverts"' . Though the
•• evening fell short of its billing as a ''lesbian
porn extravaganza," it was a kick
o nonetheless , with Amy Hoffman and Cindy Patton of Boston's Bad Attitude and a les. 'bian sex performer among the participants .
I often felt moved during the week. A
panel discussion held opening night of the
IGA Conference marked the first time that
all, save one, of the openly gay/lesbian
members of national .parliaments in the
world shared a podium (Gerry Studds, unfortunately, being absent) - Evelin Eshuis
of the Communist Party, The Netherlands;
Wenche Lowzow of Norway's Conservative
Party : Herbert Rusche of the Green Party,
West Germany; and Svend Robinson of
Canada's New Democratic Party. At the
Lesbian and Gay Pride Day Celebration we
were treated to San Francisco comedian
Tom Ammiano who appeared in ' 'The
Times of Harvey Milk. ·' Cultural differences didn't matter as we all cheered once
again for the Oscar. We applauded our
Canadian , isters and brothers as we read i11
the conference booklet, "All on site film
video and slide screenings have not been
censored and are co-sponsored by the Days
of Resistance Coalition Against the Ontario
Censor Board." I appreciated the twentyfour zealots who rolled out of bed early Sunday morning to leaflet Salvation Army
"Headquarters to protest the Army's antigay/lesbian campaign in New Zealand. And,
I had a personal thrill when I ran into my
Chinese history professor of fifteen years •
ago who had apparently come out the year
after I left Springfield College'.'.
The week was not without its painful
moments . Racism and a lack of con- •
sciousness about Third World issues among
European and tNorth American members ar~
real problems within IGA . Despite the Conference Organizing Committee's commitment towards hroadening the scope of lesbian/gay history "to encompass and be
defined by experiences in the Third World
and the experiences of lesbians and gays of
colour,·· that statement reflected more the
consciousness of the Toronto-based organizing group than IGA as a whole.

·a
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Lesbian and Gay Pride Day Celebration, Toronto, June 30, 1985

\

drome" not unlike we lesbians experience
when we emerge from the Michigan
Women's Music Festival.)
The IGA Conference itself was not terrific. ·Invariably, every workshop and
plenary started at least thirty minutes late,
attendance and enthusiasm for IGA business
waned as the week wore on, a low turnout
.weakened the impact of the International
Rally for Gay and Lesbian Rights held in
front of Parliament, and the workshops for
which I held high expectations were a disappointment (unlike those at "Sex and the
State'
' ). I cannot praise enough. however,
•·••••••••··•••··•··•·•·······•········•·······•··•··••·•··••···••··•••••·······••·•
the tremendous work of the Toronto-based
"We are everywhere and let's keep it that way."
organizing committees in coordinating two
-Nellie Jitsuya Shijara, Peru, International Rally
conferences which brought together gay and
lesbian delegates ·and observers, academifor Lesbian and Gay Rights
·············································································~······· cians and activists, writers and researchers
Heralding in the week's activities with its ual orientation, and the World Health from Canada, The Netherlands, West GerFifth Annual Lesbian and Gay Pride Day Organization to delete the classification of many, Scotland, Switzerland, Norway, New
Zealand, Denmark, Peru, Brazil, Belgium,
Celebration, Toronto hosted "Smashing homosexuality as a .mental illness.
·····•·•······•···•·••···•·······•·····•··········•······•·······•••·•···••·••········
.
.
Borders - Opening Spaces," the Seventh · I went to Toronto not quite knowing what
Annual Conference of the (IGA) Interna- to expect. I though I'd dabble at playing "In"The International Association of Lesbians/Gay
tional Association of Lesbian/Gay Women ternational correspondent" for Our Paper,
Women and Gay Men (IGA) is .a worldwide
and Gay Men (June 30-July 7) and, at the hopefully fall in lust, take a few pictures,
same location (University of Toronto) dur- attend lots of workshops, talk lots of politics
organization fighting -for gay rights and spreading
ing the same week, "Sex and the State: - you know, your basic Type-A Gemini
information about the human rights struggle for
· Their Laws, Our Lives," an international recipe for rest and relaxation. Gratefully, I
gays and lesbians everywhere.''
conference on gay and lesbia1t1 history. Truly ended up dabbling , lusting, photographing,
an activist's vacation made in heaven!
workshopping, and talking myself into nir- ·········································~·········~··································
Ant.icipating what would b"ecome the
Founded in England in 1978, the IGA vana. (Upon my return, however, albeit the United States, England, Sweden ,
consists of lesbian and gay' organizations relaxed, I did come down with a bad case Australia , France, Wales and Japan. I will - week's major controversy. Rites. Toronto's
more feminist and soc ialist gay ano lesbian
from throughout the world willing to sup- of ''Re-entry Adjustment Reaction Syn- cherish for a long time the informal conversations in the halls , the connection felt to a
newspaper in its July / August editorial. exworldwide struggle, the opportunity to expressed its hope that the IGA conference
perience the diversity of our international
would cultivate the development of a global
community, and the sharing which took
movement which would more fully include
place among activists from so many coun- . Third World. lesbians and gays. The Rites
tries - the sharing of our strengths, uur
editorial, calling upon Western gays to
dreams, our disappointments and our
"develop new ways of engaging with Third
victories.
World liberation movements," ended with
"Sex and the State" provided us with a
the statement, " We hope that the IGA at its
rich and provocative array of workshops,
1985 conference will be able to address these
films, and slide shows exploring topics such
concerns and firmly place our international
as butch-femme relationships, the connecmovement on the side of defense of
tions between lesbianism and prostitution ,
Nicaragua against U.S . intervention and on
gay and lesbian life in the Harlem
the side of those fighting apartheid in South
Renaissance , lesbian relationships in the
Africa. "
40 's and 50's , gay life in New York City
I realized IGA had a long way to go when
between the two world wars, and aspects of
I attended a workshop on racism where the
gay and lesbian life during particular
facilitators structured most of the two hours
historical periods in many cultures including
arou nd having us brainstorm a list of
France, Germany , China, India , Nicaragua,
stereotypes which they then had us analyze
Cuba , Canada, Costa Rica , Belgium, the
to death - a tremendous waste of the wealtf
U.S. , and Norway, with a foc us on how the
of experience and knowledge in the room.
state has attempted to regulate our lives.
(Being the first day of the conference, this
Hundreds of us filled a room to be visibly
workshop was well-attended with quite a
moved by Allan Berube's slide presentation
continued on .JNIIPI '1,
I made some of my best decisions on im- port the objectives of IGA and pay a $75
pulse. Working at home one day in May, membership fee. Business is conducted via
approaching my sixth month of existence as several secretariats (i.e., Women 's Action,
a walking stress-bomb, and beyond badly- Information and Financial) adopted by inin-need-of-a-vacation, I stopped to read my dividual member organizations. Identifying
mail (with guilt, of course) and found ,an itself as a "worldwide organi2:ation fighting
·advertisement for two international gay and for lesbian am] gay rights and spreading inlesbian conferences schedule:d for Toronto formation about the human rights of lesbians
in July. Much to the relief of my co-workers and gays everywhere,'' the IGA has, among
and housemates, I took this as a sign, call- · other actions, lobbied member states of the
ed up a travel agent, picked up -my plane European Parliament to support gay rights,
tickets, and sent in the registration form all Amnesty International to recognize as
political prisoners people jailed for their sexwithin the next two hours.
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An international panel held ·at the Seventh Annual IGA Conference marked the
first time nearly all openly gay /lesbian members of national parliaments
gathered in one place. From left to right: Wenche Lowzow Norway· Svend
.
'
'
Rb
Rusche,
West
o mson,
Canada; Evelin Eshuis, The Netherlands; and Herbert
Germany.
'·
diverse gathering of participants. ) Many
participants were hungry to discuss the role
!GA should have in relating to Third World ·
liberation movements, whether Third World
liberation is a gay/lesbian issue , the steps
more privileged IGA member organizations
can take to facilitate the involvem~nt of
Third World organizations, and what our
response should be to the charge, '' You
divide the gay/lesbian movement when you
raise these ' other issues '. " Though an
enriching, provocative and necessary discussion could have ensued by just dlealing with
the dynamics in the room, given the diversity of opinions, l felt the facilitators tried
to steer us away from that process, as if they
were afraid of our touching real emotions.
The unspoken message was, "It's OK to talk
distantly and theoretically. Ifs not OK to
talk about how we feel right now, nor about
how our words and behavior are affecting
0thcrs right now . ·· The workshop ended
.
with many of us frustrated .
The dispute over the scope arnd priorities
o f !GA. and the pronounced differences
among delegates in their visions of what
constitutes "liberation," erupted at the last
plenary session when , much to the disappointment of the Central American delegates
and a handful of us from Canada and the
U.S., the IGA soundly rejected a resolution
introduced by the Third World group condemning U.S . intervention in Central
America. The resolution also urged IGA
member organizations to express solidarity
with gays and lesbians working in resistance

movements. Rather, the delegates passed a
watered-down resolution expressing support
for Third World liberation movements
which support gay and lesbian movements.
One of the Norwegian delegates articulated
the majority opinion .when he stated, "Such
issut:s should not be discussed within IGA ;
these are not gay issues.'' When he went on
to express resentment at the charge of racism
being levied against those who believe Third
World liberation lies outside the scope of
IGA concerns, some delegates applauded.
Needless to say, a number of us presenL
were angry and hurt.
Following the vote, Peruvian delegate
Manuel Lujan spoke With me about the
disappointment felt . by most of the Third
World delegates and shared by those of us
who supported the resolution as originally
written. Prefacing his remarks with "most
of these people here are very good people,"
Lujan reproached IGA for having " no real
ears for what is happening in Latin
America . .. For IGA to change and become
more responsive, Lujan believes "the Latin
American group and the people of color
groups in th€' gay movements in North
America need to work together and exchange experiences and ideas and really
push forth in this crganization and make a
stand to them , force them to accept ths
because we say, 'It is our issue. '" Responding to the Norwegian delegate 's comment
that Third World liberation is not a gay
issue, Lujan shook his head saying, "He has
no idea what liberation is at all."

Though she missed the plenary because the conference, events unfolding in New
it conflicted with a workshop on Latin Zealand held center stage for IGA members
American lesbians, I asked Nellie Jitsuya and observers . Introduced into the New
Shijara, also from Peru, to comment on the
Zealand Parliament in March, a bill to
vote. Echoing Lujan, Shijara added , "Gays decriminalize male homosexuality and inand lesbians of the First World are privi- clude sexual · orientation in the nation 's
leged and not to want to take a more con- Human Rights Act has been the target of a
crete position about Third World issues is
massive right-wing sponsored petition drive
not wanting to leave their privileged posi- spearheaded by the Salvation Army . As .of
tions ." Citing a scarcity of economic July , petitioners claimed 750,000 signatures
resources as a major reason for lack of Third in this country of 3-million people. AccorWorld participation , Shijara also felt the ding to Gay Task Force of New Zealand
vote would make it very difficult for Third . member Alison Laurie, a dynamic woman
World delegates to return to their countries who maintained a strong and vocal presence
and convince other groups of IGA 's at the conference, New Zealand activists
relevance to their lives·.
believe that "moral imperialism" is being
Later that day , at the International Rally exported from the United States, though
for Lesbian and Gay Rights , Gary Kinsman , these ties have yet to oe formally
a member of the Rites Collective and Con- documented. (We did learn that the inference Orgapizing Committee, unexpected- famous Dr. Paul Cameron made an aply made a powerful statement supporting the pearance in Sydney, ,'.\ustralia.) In response
original Central American resolution. "The to the threat, IGA voted .to send a special
IGA Conference-Committee in Toronto af- representative to assist the organizing efforts
firms our support for Third World liberaton of the gay/lesbian community in that
movements opposing U.S . intervention in country.
Nicaragua, El Salvador, and Guatemala,"
At the end of that very exciting interKinsman stated prior to introducing the national-queer-filled week , I sadly bid
moderator for the rally , and he urged gay farewell to Toronto. After all , there 's only
and lesbian organizations to support ·such so much rest and relaxation a body can take.
movements.
If I had any more eighteen-hour-days of nonIn contrast to their lack of action on Cen- stop activity , I'd have rested myself comtral America, IGA !allied to support the gay atose. COMING NEXT MONTH: " The
and lesbian community in New Zealand. Type A's Guide to R&R in the Big Apple. "
Gays and lesbians in North America are not
the only ones facing organized attacks by
right-wing fundamentalist groups . During
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Disco,-~ideo,
Music & Dancing

srrEET, 1?01ZnAND ME.

Every Sunday The Talent Show 772.- 953a:
$25.00 Cash Prizes
$2.00 Admission 1:00-1 :15
Hours: Fri.-Sun~ 1 a.m. til down ·

BYOB

620 Congress Street
Portland, Me. 04101 207-772-4552
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY OUR PAPER
MLGPA ''Retreats'' To
Aroostoo~ County

***************
Bt:1

m1 Nort~:rn La:bda N:rd host:d the ~aine L:sbian/G:y Polit:cal Alli:nce's
WAugust
retreat outside Caribou.
A perfect combination of business and
,
- GI
GI pleasure, Jhe retreat provided members with an opportunity to regroup after ~
this spring's hectic campaign for the gay and lesbian rights bill. Goals were
developed for the remainder of tJte year:, with educational outreach, member~
GI ship growth and development, and fundraising identified as priorities.
GI~·
GPA's annual meeting h~ tentatively been scheduled for January 18, 1986.1
Photoe: Barb Puls
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Ask Inanna

.:
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~

De::~ lnanna,
Dear Inanna.
My lover and I are compatible in so many
wonderful ~ays. and most of the time we
My lover and I have been in a relationenjoy a healthy and wholesome relationship
ship for ~everal months. Our attraction for
based on mutual respect and love. Unforeach other was immediate, and our relationtunately however, our tastes and needs difship has been intense. We began to share an
fer tremendously when it comes _to where
apartment just two weeks after we met, and
we each would choose to live if the decision
all of our spare time outside of work is spent
. was completely up to either on,e of us. · My
together. We have enjoyed a good sex life ,
lover would like nothing .better than to live
and up until recently I thought that she was
in an old farmhouse in the woods, suras satisfied with it as I have been. Lately ,
rounded by trees, brooks, peace and quiet. - however, she has wanted to experiment with
Even a streetlight feels like an intrusion to
different types of sexual expression: bonher! I, on the other hand, would shrivel up
dage , three-some ' s, and " light" S&M . It
in that kind of atmosphere and would prefer
all scares me. I just want a normal sexual
to live right in the thick of city life. I crave
. experience with my lover. ·What should I
the excitement that city life has to offer: the
do?
shopping, plays, concerts, and people. What
are we to do? Our relationship is too imporSincerely,
tant to both of us to allow these: difforences
(Scared Stiff)
to stand in the way of an otherwise good · ·
· relationship. Help!!
Dear Scared Stiff,
It is said that w_e · should never set
Dear City Lover,
ours1elves as one another's judges, so I will
try to be as unbiased as possible in my
Your dilemma is not uncommon and.there
may very well be a solution that can be good · response to your problem. First of all , it is
my firm belief that no one need ever be a
for both you and your lover - it's called
part of any sexual exchange that is distasteful
compromise! The miqdle ground may be just
or frightening for them. Sexual experiences
the thing for the two of you. Perhaps each
are meant to be romantic, playful, erotic and
of you could make a list of those elements
fulfilling - but never - and I repeat
that are important to where you live. You,
NEVER - experiences that leave us feelfor example may discover that life in the
ing robbed of our selves or. our integrity .
country can be peaceful as long as that
Any sexual experience that brings both par" countryside" is within easy commuting
ties joy and pleasure is appropriate . Any
distance to the city and all of the attractions
sexual experience that leaves one or both
that it holds for you. Your lover may find
parties feeling used, abused andfragmented
that the outings to the city for shopping,
is not appropriate in my book. Try to talk
movies , plays and concerts are really fun,
with your lover about your feelings, and try
especially since you can both escape to your
quiet haven in the woods when lthe festivities to find out why she finds it so necessary to
are over. With this kind of compromise each experiment in your sexual experiences
of you can enjoy that which you need the together in the kinds of ways that she is
suggesting.
most without suffocating the other.

• custom designs

• w.:nches
• chains
• 14k, 18k, 24k gold
and sterling silver

• wedding bands
The ..Moon Watch..
by Paul Peuteo1 ses

62 Market St., POttland, 2D7 ms-2461

Guess who goes
t40

/ Peopl~ like you1
Be liberated for a change.
,
80 Water Street
Augusta, Maine

UNDERGROUND
3 · .S pring St., Portland, Me.

773~:3315

Big Ed u,ill be appearing
at The Underground
September 8-12
Direct from P-Town!!
SATURDAY, AUGUST 31st:
People coming out1, of the
woodwork!!!!! The crowd converges
on the... Underground!!!!!
Lights, camera, action,
SUNDAY, SEPT. 1st:
surround yourself with the
Just like Saturday only the fun
latest dance video s.
Starts earlier with our famous keg
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party called the BEER BASH, all
the draft you can legally drink and
. to make this Sunday Sizzle: FREE
BUFFET: Hamburgers, hot dogs,
potato salad, watermelon, spreads,
dips and chips. _Starts at 5 p.m., beer
bash only $3. T-Dance and Disco
with DJ - Ken Currier
until 8 p.m.

ONLY ON MONDAY, SEPT. 2nd: Beer .·
Blast: $3.00; Again all-the Moosehead
Draft you can legally drink. At 8:00 p.m. a
fr~e ?U~et, and a performance by our crazy
pianist in the'front lounge.
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Putti11' On The Glitz :
An l:nterview With
Flick Gehrig
by Skip Brushaber

Flick Gehrig is a memper and founder of
the ''Glitz to-Go' ' show. Having performed
at the Underground and the Holiday Inn
Downtown in Portland, " Glitz to Go" has
· acquired a large following . Flick and his
fellow performers are female impersonators.

it. I understand later some of them were
coveting our shoes and jewelry, (laughter)
which is real nice. I've played to straight audiences before. l don't think the other two
have. So it was a whole different thing. It
was like being in a theater, which is exactly

"We. cireate an illusion men are women."Skip: With your shows at the what we wanted to do. We wanted to leave
Underground and the Holiday Inn , you've the bar for a while and do the show for an
become a genuine Portla111d celebrity. How audience who had no idea what they were
does that feel?
about to see. And standng ovations later, it
Flick: Well, I think my stage persona has was a wonderful feeling.
become a celebrity. There: are very few peoS: How do you categorize what you do?
pie who know who I am. I'm not a real
F: I like to think we offer an alternate
recognizable face . I'm mot out at night in form of theater. We create the illusion men
Portland often. Those people who are are women. Without, I hope, ever being ofregulars of the show usually find out who fensive. At the same time with a sense of
I am. Other than knowing Sweet 'N' Sour, humor. I personally offer a character who,
there are few people who know me in con- I guess, is my alter ego. Sweet 'N' Sour is
nection to that character. Arid that's a kick much stronger than I am and ~ets away with
that way , to be able to overhear what peo- a lot more than I ever think of getting i_tway
pie have to say about
show when they with. I think I'd like to believe we offer
don't know who I am. I'm also very flat- entertainment that is above what most peotered. I set out to do this: and do it as well pie think of as straight female impersonaas I can. It's worked ::tnd that form of tion. I, believe-we offer a type of theaterthat
celebrity is fine. As far as strangers com-' can bend people's minds .
ing and saying you ' re terrific, it doesn't hapS: Do you cross dress only as a performer
pen. It's a whole different face. My parents or is it a part of everyday life?
have seen pictures and a performance. They
F: Absolutely only as a performer. I make
had a difficult time picki111g out who I was . a d:stinction between drag queens and
My father says he recognized -my legs .
female impersonators. I'm not in any way
S: Moving from the Underground to the judging.·I Vl'.as trained as an-actor. I al ways
Holiday Inn connected you with a broader believe when you go on stage you wear your
audience: How did that move come about? makeup. When you leave the stage you leave
F: The Underground prq_vided us with a your _character and makeup there. The only
wonderful audience, however we realized bencling of the rule I do is ifl am appearing
there was a larger, older, primarily straight in an area that I'm known,Tll go out after
audience that had missed our medium. Many without going· home and showering and
of them had known we were at1 the changing. That's the only time you'll see me
Underground, but for some reason would out in costu.me. It\ funny this year I went
not go there for a show. We did it primari- to a Halloween party and everyone expected
ly as a public relations move. We produced me to· walk in dressed in some female
.the show so we could encourage our same costume. I walked in as a green crayon! It
audience and a new audie111ce also. It was the was a great deal of fun. My work is my
first time anyone in New England has taken - work. It's fun, but it's work. That's fine for
'a show like >this into a major straight at- those people who want to do it in every day
mosphere. I guess we did it because we life. There is no place for it in my life. I enbelieve ours is a piece of theater and we joy being a· male. I dress a little more colwere missing a large audience. The Holi- orfully than ·a lot of men, but I don 't wear
day Inn took a little bit of convincing and garter belts underneath.
they finally allowed us to do it. I think they
S: Can we talk about. your background.
are real glad they let us do it and I know Where are you from?
we are real glad. If nothing else it was a
F: I was born in Alabama. At age three
showcase for our talent.
we moved to Philadelphia. When I was five
~: The reaction of that audience was real we moved to Japan. We stayed in Japan for
good.
the longest period in my life which was four
F: Yes , it was great. I would say the y~ars. We came back to the States and lived
average age of the audience was between in thirteen other places. When I came to
forty-five and seventy. Seventy-five percent Maine at the age of seventeen, it was the
were probably straight women. They loved seventeenth move in my life. My father was

my
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in the military. I stayed in Maine and went
of my family was there. They had seen the
to school here. Then I left and went to
article from the Portland paper. My six year
Washington, D.C. I've been back in Maine
old niece asked me how I put make up on
off and on for ten years.
over this stubble I've been growing on my
S: Tell us a little about your memorie$
face. It took me back for. this little girl to
about living--in Japan.
say "how do you put makeup on over your
F: I was there for the first three grade~
beard? "
of school. I have an adopted sister who still
S: Let's talk about your evolution as a perlives there. We don't correspond, so I don't · former . When and where did you get
really know where she lives . She was much
started?
·older than I. I hope to go back sometime and
F: I've had about three starts I guess . The
find her. Japan was a wonderful place. My
first one was about five years ago. I entered
parents took us to a lot of cultural events .
a contest after going to many bars and clubs
They are real theater lovers . The whole
and seeing shows . There was an excitement
pJace was such a theater for me - being at
about seeing shows, but also an utter disap_that age and looking at the colors and the
pointment with what was being offered.
culture. The rides in the country and the liltThere are some wonderful and talented peotle villages were absolutely beautiful. That's
pie out there, but unfortunately there are
my memory. I can't wait to go back. I hope
many more who aren ' t. I finally got tired
I'm not disappointed . I c_ertainly hope not.
of it. It offended me that people were pay-

. "When. I came to Maine at the age of seventeen, it
was the seventeenth rrtove' in my life.''
• S: Many men cross dressed in there growing three and four dollars to see a sham. I
ing Op years. Was that true for you?
entered a contest and did not win, but I was
F: Only on Halloween. One time I noticed . I was offered some jobs. That's ·
remember. It was very much how I started kind of how it started . I went away and left
with Sweet 'N' Sour. It was kind of a Maine to work. I left the country a little over
caricature. It wasn't terribly well done . I
two years ago and moved to the West Inwas about eleven or twelve. It' was more of dies. I came back to Portland and saw some
a female down in appearance. I can 't
shows locally. Not local people, though . I
remember any other time. I grew up with
was dismayed . I felt the people of Portland
a sister who is ten months younger, so the
were being cheated. By all standards it was
opportunity was there. We are about the
probably the b~st that they had seen here.
same size and build .
·
So I decided to do it again . I approached
S: You mentioned before tha:t your famiRandy from the Underground and we dely has seen your show . What was theii r
cided to do it at the bar. My first stage name
reaction?
was Party Games . Two years ago I entered
F: Yes , my parents came to the show at
the Miss Gay Maine Pageant, which was a
the Holiday Inn. My parents brought a priest
fluke because obviously looking at me, ...
friend. They also brought Victoria Crandall
I'm not a miss anymore. I've gone beyond
from the Brunswick Music Theater. A few
that. I don't fool myself about that. I do
other of their friends drove down from
everything I do with a sense of humor.
Brunswick. They had seen pictures of me
S: You have a theat~i:- background.
a couple of weeks before. They had known
F: I have a degree in speech and theater.
for a year that I was doing this type of show
In Washington 1was a member of the D. C.
- the kind that wasn't going to appear on
Repertory Theater and I was there for two
the family hour. They were delighted . It was . years and I acted. I modeled, but I was a
very touching. Before the show flowers arlittle heavy so I was used for hats and sunrived. My parents had sent a dozen roses
glasses. f,fter I came bc;tck to Maine I did
along with a lovely note. They are real
one show for the Lewiston Auburn Comwonderful people. Very supportive. I have
munity Theater. i ·decided community
a feeling ifl bombed a bank somewhere, my
theater was wonderful and those people
father would light the match. I didn't have
work very hard , but .it wasn't for me.
any qualms about them seeing the producS: Are the characters yotLportray part of
tion. I am very proud of what we have done.
your persona or are they composites taken

J

''Two years ago I entered the Miss Gay .M ;ine
Pageant, which was a fluke because looking at
me ... obviously I'm not a miss anymore ..''
I am also very proud of what I've done infrom other people? ,
: · dividually. Going back to your question
F: They are not bits and pieces taken from
about cross dress ing .. .If my mother or
other people and they are not part of my perfather thought I dressed like this all the time,
sona. Sweet ' N' Sour is a creation of mine
I would have had a few qualms about them . and I ' m not real sure how it happened. I
seeing the show. I think they understand
know what music l respond to . I know what _
theater enough that they were all accepting .
music I' m capabl e of performing to . It 's
I went to dinner the other night and the rest
kind of come full circle. When I perform in
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the group numbers, I wear a softer and prettier wig. I don't wear something spiked or
severe. My original perception of Sweet 'N '
Sour is that I would ntver do that pretty
stuff. In the group pieces we need to look
and move alike. We smile a lot. In my first
performances I never ·smiled, or if I did 'it
was a sarcastic smile. I was sneering at the
audience. I've come to enjoy what I'm doing much more. I dairce a lot and I never
thought I would be dancing. When I come
on stage as Sweet ' N' Sour that is a tough
brassiness that I find appealing. For stage
work I find that very exciting. Sweet ' N'
Sour is the person that people love to hate
or hate t0 love. The response to the character
is overwhelming - both when I'm on stage
and off stage. Off stage I don't get many approaches. Ifl do, it's in response to one of
the acts I do. If I do a kinky number with
kinky paraphenalia, then I get kinky approaches. When I'm in costume, I can respond to them as that character. If those
same people came up to me two nights later
and I was dressed as I am, I would be very
nervous and wouldn't know how to respond.
She is a total creation and a mindless creation. I responded to some musi!:; and decided that was the path I was going to take .
I guess I never thought I could be a beautiful
impersonator. I'm not sure that is true .
That 's my perception. I could never do the
virginal maiden.

teresting that no matter what minority you
come from, there is always someone beneath
you. I think the term drag queen or the
sound of it is derogatory. I think those who
choose to cross dress should use their heads.
Unfortunately, you can' t just go shopping.
I know people in Portland who do go shopping cross dressed . I'm afraid if something
would happen to them, I would lay the
resoonsibilitv on them. I don't think you
walk in Bernie's Fashions dressed as a
woman. First of all, there is more to looking like a woman than putting on a skirt and
blouse. I just don't think there are that many
people who are convincing enough. I think
we have enough trouble without calling atteri'tion to ourselves, no matter what we do
or who we are-. I have been with other performers who are able to walk into a shoe
store and try on a pair of women's heels. ,
I think that's great. I can't do it. I take a lot
of chances buying my shoes. I think it is unfortunate that when we ourse!yes come from
a minority we have to point the finger at
· someone else. I understand that many
transvestites are heterosexual. The gay drag
queens are kind genuine people. I'm just not
sure I know when they are performing and
when they are real. I don't understand and
that's ok. I don't have to understand. Having traveled around and done a lot of clubs,
I've seen some of these people years later .
And it's real sad. I think there is a lack of

on stage performing, but because I have
three fellow performers who are tops, by
virtue of the fact that they work their asses
off. They are willing to work hard, to take
criticism, and to do what must be done to
be as good as they are . I can't even begin
to say how good they are. They are three
of the best I know. I have worked ,with some
of the major stars in this field , and these
three are the best. Never more responsible
or dedicated , never more even tempered.

also to bring back revenue. So we can reglitz. There are lots of things going on. The
company is set and we are very- happy with
the way things have gone. We ar.e just ready
for the fall. We have real hopes that we will
be in Provincetown next summer. There is
. no reason why we shouldn't be, perhaps for
the whole summer: We have enough ·
material and by then we' ll have more ·
material. The fall and winter look promising just in the tentative bookings we hav.e.

"I have great hopes that The Glitz to Go show is
recognized as one of the best in the country ..,,
That's hard when you rehearse four hours
a day. You have all those hands and feet going at once. Someone makes a mistake,
they've had a fight with their lover, or their
rent is overdue. To have four people in the
room yelling at one another and they still
care. I hope that it continues. That's my biggest hope.
S: What's the immediate future for "Glitz
to Go?"

Now we just have to get those contracts
signed a_nd buy a van. God knows my
Renault is not going to carry all that stuff.
S: Do you have something further you
would like to cover?
F: I will just say that Randy, Paul, and
Mac from the Underground ha·ve been
wonderful to us . They have been generous
and I think it has worked well for all of us .
We hope to be back working at the

~o ·

,

''I think it takes more than a short black wig to be
Liza Minnelli. ''
S: You steer away from doing female a sense of one's self, and I think that
celebrities . Was that ever a part of your shouldn't be forsaken for anything. This
performance?
may happen because you are more popular
F: NO', I think there are only a few peo- in a dress and a w'ig. Maybe you are bought
pie who do that well. I think as a performer more drinks, and maybe you are asked to
one has to dedde what is in their range. I dance more ·often. Or maybe you just look
think it takes mcire than a short black wig b~tter. For whatever reasons , I hope to god
and a black outfit.to do Liza Minelli. I think they know who they are when they go home
you need to do more than cross your eyes and scrub off the i;nakeup . I'm not sure that's
and wear a curly wig to do Streisand . I think always a priority with some people. I think
it is an insult to the celebrity and the au- the advantage I have is my age and a
dience. It's selling a cheap bill of goods . If theatrical background. It's unfortunate there
you are going to take the time and trouble are some very lovely people who have forto do it, you should de it right. It's beautiful- saken their identity . What often happens is
Jy done when it is done properly. Unfor- it leads to other things, whether it's changtunately , there are too many people who do ing or altering your body or your mind. In
it badly . I don't think any performance Chicago, there have been several operations
should be done half way'.
'
done to people I know to add.something and
S: It takes a lot of time and energy to .put _then they deci~e to take it away again. You
a show together. How much time do you start out with a body and then it's scarred.
spend rehearsing?
I don't think things are always well thought
F: We've taken the last two weeks off. out. It's a difficult question. I don't take it
When we are preparing for a show, we meet lightly at all . It's heartbreaking when I see
five or six days a week for four hours a day. a young person who doesn't yet have a sense
A run through, if we are not ·\earning of himself. They find some kind ofpopularianything new , takes three hours. When you ty in drag and when they go out as
are learning your numbers, it can take six themselves, they aren't as popular. They
to eight hours. We rehearse a lot. We start start to think their alter ego is a better perrehearsals again today and I expect we'll be son. I think there are a .lot of changes that
rehearsing three days a week.
aren't necessary.
S: How much time putting costumes
S: What are your hopes and dreams for
together?
the future?
F: I don't think I can estimate that. The
F: I don't know how much of a dreamer
Holiday Inn was the biggest thing I'd ever I am. I hope as a performer to keep growdone. Not only was I a performer, but I was ing. I have great hopes that the "Glitz to
one of the producers. It takes a lot of time Go" show is recognized as one of the best
to do costumes . People can go off on their in the country . I think we are. I'm not sayown, but every design is ok'd . Every wig ing as performers , but with the time and
and style of hair is ok'd by three producers. work we put in that we are the tightest, most
The three producers have total control of varietal , and most entertaining. I hope we
what's on stage·. It's a tight rein , but it pays get some recognition that way . I hope that
off in the quality of the product.
no matter where we perform, the response

"I think those who choose to cross dress should use
their heads."
S: Cross dressers and drag qµeen s have
been the victims of prejudice from both gay
and straight society. Will you comment?
F : Yeah, I think that's true. It 's a group
that has been maligned. I think there is a lack
of tolerance. I think because I am a performer, people enjoy the performance. I
guess because I don ' t go out often llnd people don't see me out in costume, people
know that I don't dress. I think it's in-

is favorable . Not only for the " Glitz to Go "
show , but towards any alternative theater
event. Maybe they will give it a second
thought or chance. It has happened here in
Portland with a gay audience and now a
straight audience also. It was beyond my
wildest expectations. Now we have to grow .
We've got to expand our audience. We want
to travel and we are ready to travel. I hope
that it happens not only because I love to.be

F: We have a new agent who is promoting
us throughout New England. We are due to
do a video taping of the eritire show. It will
then be cut down from three hours t~ a fif. teen·minute commercial. We go into a new
photo session. Contracts are going to be

Underground again. We don't have plans in
the immediate future , mainly b(!Cause we are
looking elsewhere and we aren't w01:king on
any new production stuff. We don't want ,
Portland to tire of us. Our audience has been
outstanding, the people we know personal-

•

''I have three fellow perfo-rmers who are tops, by
virtue 9f the fact that they are willing to work their
asses off."
renegotiated. Several of the gay clubs m
New England are interested and we have
heard. from a couple clubs out of the New
England area. We have even heard from
some clubs out of the country . I may be going back to a couple of clubs I have done
before individually, to kind of regroup and

ly and those we don't know. They have
made "Glitz to Go" feel as confident as we
do. We have an extremely discrlimriating
audience and we are glad that they are. I
want them all to know we appreciate it. They
keep us on our toes.

OUR .BOOKS
an alternative bookstore

Now in Stock:
Daughters of Copper Woman
San Francisco Works Out
Diane Arbus-A Biography

OUR BOOKS • 4 Pine St. • Portland
(207) 773-5540
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_O bscenity Ordinance
To B-e Enforced

***********************

· by Fred Berger

The Maine Supreme Court has ruled that
the Portland anti-obscenity ordinance is cons_titutionally valid and the city is preparing
According to Jim Novotny, Director of STD Services for the State Bureau to begin enforcing the ordinance. The or- ·
of Health, there have been seven cases of AIDS diagnosed in Maine. Of dinance was originally passed in a voter
these people; two have died and one"'has moved away. An additional. five referendum in November of 1982 by a one
people diagnosed with AIDS in other states, have been living in Maine. percent margin. It was enforced briefly in
early 1983 but has been in the courts ever
Three of these people have died.
·
since. The most recent challenge to its
Nationally, as .ofJuly 29, there have been 12,067 reported cases of AIDS. validity was based on the fact that the
Of these people, -6,079 (approximately 50 percent) have died. · freedom of speech clause of the Maine Constitution appeared to be more liberal than the
federal standards used in the Portland ordinance. (The ordinance is based on the
"Miller standards" defined by~ the U.S.
- Supreme Court in a 1973 case.)
The Portland ordinance was promoted as
a way to rid the city of adult bookstores. It
provides for fines of between fifty and fi~e
hundred dollars for each "obscene" item
sold. Items which could be judged
''obscene'' include books, magazines, films,
and sexual devices (such as dildoes). The ordinance also effects·public showings of films
and public theatre performances. For this
When ~o~g Guinard, a Maine native residing in New York City, generously donated reason it was originalJy opposed by the
several copies of tbe New York Native to th_e Ogunquit Memori_al Library earlier this Portland Stage Company, the Portland Consummer, and-offered the library a gift subscription, he received the following reply from cert Associatlon, and the Portland Museum
librarians William Hoe and Gladys Shum:
of Art, among other groups . As well, the
Dear Mr. Guinard:
ordinance covers private home use of items

AIDS Update

*****~*****************
Ogunquit Library Needs·
Gay Clientele

Please do not send any,riore of y-our publication to our library. We ha~e no au,dience for it whatsoever. (Emphasis theirs.)
_

%SS\\\%\i%%\SS%

Thank-you.
William Hoe
Librarian-

--

finally, Portland has a Deli
in the great

~e,}OfJ..,

New York

Tradition.
BrwkMlt ineudn:
No¥II Scotl8 Lox. bagels.
OINl9ls. waffles, fresh fruit
&mudlmoNt.

DELI

Announcement
r

judged "obscene" because it defines possession of six or more "obscene" items as
evidence of intent to "promote" their use.
lt is not yet clear how the ordinance will
be enforced : In the initial round of prosecutions in 1983, police cited eight local stores,
including several neighborhood markets, for
selling sexually explicit magazines . Since
that time a large number of video stores have
opened which rent or sell -x-rated tapes along
with their other selections. Pre.sumably these
stores will be targets of the city's
"crackdown" as well. - Your tax dollars
at work.

Lunch & dinner ineudn:
25 lhick. robust
sandwiches & a wide vwie1y of freshly made
salads. homem8de stews
& ~.
.

Quality party platter$ available for take-out

Gladys Shum
Librarian
(DE) -

A ~en's Retreat entitled, "Revisioning
Manhood: The Challenge; Beyond He;oes,
Goats and Wimps" will be held in Essex,
Mass. September 26 through 29. Group
leaders are Martin Lowenthal, Ph.D. and
Tom Marino, Ed.D. Call 207-967-5433 for ·
details.

Breakfast Mon .• Sat.

7 a.m. • 11 a.m .. Sun. 8 a.m. • 1 p.m.
Lunch & dinner daily ·Iii 8 p.m. ·.

_18 Monument Sq., Portland, ME. n2-7299

USM Offers
Gay S~udies C~urse
'

Every other year the University of Southern Maine offers its gay studies course, the
only one of its kind available for academic credit in northern New England. First introduced in 1978, the course consistently prov-ides a vital oppQrtunity for review, analysis _
and predictions about-current developments in regard to gay rights , resea,_rch on homosexuality /bisexuality, and the state and national political climates. Understanding homophobia,
and strategies for modifying it, is central to the course.
Students enroll from particularly varied backgrounds and value orientations . Classroom
discussions are enhanced by· this heterogeneity: gay, straight and bisexual students , les- .
bians and gay male students , those from urban and rural backgrounds , instate and outof-state, students of varying- religious persuasions, feminists and _non-feminists, older
and younger students. Students-come from a great variety of academic majors (nine different ones were represented in the 1983-84 class).
Students read and discuss some of the latest, and some of the most lasting , literature
on homosexuality , and view and hear guest speakers , films and tapes selected for their
timeliness, Particularly current topics are highlighted, such as lesbian/gay foster-adoptivebiological parenting, or the impact of AIDS on men and womeri, gays and straights .
Students are also introduced to the theory and practice of counseling lesbians, gay men
and their family members.
The Qenterpiece of the course is the individual term projects which students develop
and present to their classmates, either singly or in srnall groups.
.
Sponsored by USM's Social Work Dept. , the course - SWE267 - is to be offered
this Fall each Wednesday, from 4:00 - 6:30 p.m. , __,n the Portland Campus, beginning
on September 4th. The instructor is Richard Steinman, long-term USM faculty member ~
and gay activist. For further information, telephone 780-4120 or, in the Augusta area,
549-3.083 .

AMARYLLIS
unique & beautiful clothing

from everywhere

41 Exchange St

Glass Roots

Handcrafted Food

Open Year Around
Eat In • Take Out

646-9229

8orner of Rte. 1 and· South Street, Wellsnnao 1? • rlTTU P.11 PJ:i'U

Portland

A Comfortable ·
Place To Dine...
til 2 a.m.

-~rhe--------~

Hitch

·

- £-;.~~-.~
T-

.

' , r.
Window Crystals & Crystal Jewelry/_:_:--'
_-...' I\.:~
P.O. Box 5040 Station A
''!'· ' ': . •
Portland, Me, 04101 7D--0671 ,
. ·
:--.. Retail & Whol_esale brochures - Hnd '!!A·$ ~ 1 Claaa Roots Crystal• are available .. t
-...
·
the following Portland location11
Our Books - 4 Pine St,
Wise Woman Books - Wood!orda Corner
The Crystal Grotto - 10 Exchinga St.
Pushcart - outside at Congreae & Higtl
a portion o! income goea to not-!or-pro!i t
groups and projects,

,-,«..o,,~~c.Q-lcQ-.
,

Woodfords Cafe
129 Spring St. - Portland
772~1374

Every Wednesday at the~afe: 112 of all the
money collected from drinks will be donated
to the Maine Health Foundation to support
AIDS work.

Cruise
For .
Life

The "C.ruise for Life" was a smashing sold-out success. Nearly $800
was raised for the AIDS hotline. Many thanks go to the Maine Health
Foundation and to Capt. Ronald and Deborah Ross of the "Longfellow" who treated us so well.
·
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Judith Lippa, MSW
Licensed Clinical Social Worke; _
.
Psychotherapy

-.

~

Individual,, Couples, Families

~

Suite 423 · .
.
142 High Street
- Portland; ME 04101
.
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Betsy Hood, M. Phil.
Substance Abuse-Counselor
.
Alcoh~l/Drng Abuse
Adult Child Issues
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773-1235
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Subscriptions will be hand delivered to your door monthly
in a pfain brown envelope. Make checkspaya6Te to
Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104.
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by Elze
'' . .. 'Oscene' means material or a performance that: (A) the average person, applying contemporary co.mmunity standards ,
would find that taken,as a whole appeals to
the prurient interest in sex; (B) depicts ·or
describes: (1) patently offensive representations or descriptions of ultimate sexual
acts , normal or perverted , actual or
simulated .. . ·'
-From Portland 's Obscenity Ordinance·

volumes, most from the· U.S. , have been
seized for being " indecent and obscene".
The. bookstore 's nine directors have been
charged with conspiring to import indecent
material. Lest we think for a moment the
state's only interest is in " hard-core porn,"
among the titles seized were Jane Rule's
This ls Not For You, Rita Mae Brown's
Southern Discomfo71, and the fen_iinist anthology Against Sadomasochism . In
Scotland , Edinburgh's lesb ian/gay
I just read with horror the headline in the bookstore, Lavender Menace , had two lesPortland Press Herald (August 7, 1985) - bian literary journals confiscated - Com" Anti-obscenity Ordinance Upheld ." I'm mon Lives/Lesbian Lives and Sinister
worried ., Censorship frightens me . Maybe Wisdom. Lest we think for a moment that
I hold illusions of grandeur, but I always feel most of our literature is safe when censorextremely threatened as a lesbian and as a ship becomes a legitimate practice, Her Ma_sometime-writer whenever such overt cen- jesty ' s Customs and Excise official Lawson
sorship becomes an accepted and legal prac- Rogers , according to Gay Community News ~
tice . I expect such censorship to eventually (August 3, 1985), argued before Stipendary 1i3
touch me in some profound way . W~ll my Magistrate Burke that ''books about gay and
O
local gay bookstore be handed a citation? lesbian life could be seen as 'offending
Will I be unable to buy the next issue of On against the recognized standards of proprie- if
Our Backs? Will some books I hold dear be ty ' and hence should be classified as ' indeSeveral publications addressing issues of censorship in Canada.
judged to violate the ordinance?
cent or obscene'" under the 1876 Customs
Po rnography ... censorship ... violence
when many of these same institutions are
I'm afraid because I don't believe the state Consolidation Act. Such a classification
against women . . . S&M ... Feminist Antiat the cent~r of censorship controversies. " likes dykes or fags. I don 't believe the state would ban all gay/lesbian literature from
-Janice Irvine, Gay Community News,
Censorship Taskforce ... Women Against
has our interests at heart. Many people Britain. The state does not like dykes or
Censorship ..-.The debates rage on within the
June 8, 1985 ("Women's Bookstores
would consider our literature to be in viola- fags·. .
.
feminist and gay/lesbian communities. The
Reject Lesbian Sex Magazines")
tion of "contemporary community stanWhat horrifies me the most about
issues are difficult. The pain runs deep. How
dards" simply because they believe we Portland's obscenity ordinance is the
do we combat the sexist, misogynist images
violate these standards when we live as gay psychological effect it could have on us I have another bias. I believe it is an act
in heterose~ual pornography without supand lesbian people. I'm afraid because our . gay and lesbian community, our
of courage and self-empowerment when
porting state censorship? When do our anti- · women talk openly about sex, when we
porn sentiments become sex-negativism?
''That inclination to self-censor in' response to a real How do we fight obscenity ordinances and, reveal our sexual lives to eaeh other, when
we unfold and grow as sexual beings. Lesat the same time, avoid allying with the porn
or perceived threat is what horrifies me the .most
bians are energetically and enthusiastically
industry? Do we even speak out against the
creating sexual images, writing sexual
about obscenity ordinances and .other forms of
·porn industry? If so, how do 1 we without
material, producing sexually-explicit videos.
censorship.,.,
allying ourselves with the right-wing? How
We all know too well how our society has
do we give each other the freedom to exhistorically repressed an(\distorted women's
"prurient interest in sex" and "patently of- bookstores. our cultural events, our psyches.
periment sexually while we grapple with our
sexuality. Our emphasis as feminists for
fensive representations or descriptions of When Our Paper two years ,ago lost The
internalized oppression as women, as lesmany years was on challenging societal
ultimate sexiia.I acts" are, despite the opi- Kennebec Journal as our printer because the
bians, as gays?
of women's sexuality. Now, we
definitions
nion of the Maine Supreme Court and to KJ thought safe sex information was
I am not a pro-porn person. I am antihave begu9 the process of exploring who we
quote Superior Court Justice Donald Alex- "tasteless content," some collective
censorship. I do not, nor will I ever, believe
are as sexual beings; not only who we are
ander, ''sweepingly broad and vague members worried about printing' that inforthe state, as it's currently constructed, has
not. Thus , I am deeply disturbed, often
terms . " Many people would define us and mation again. \}'ould _our current printer
any interest in creating a less sexist, less
outraged,
that lesbian sex magazines producwhat we do in those terms simply because dump us also? When Our Paper in May was
homophobic, more sex-positive society. I do
ed by lesbians (i.e. , Bad Attitude, On Our
we are gay /lesbian . (By the way , I looked temporarily banned from the Portland Public
not, nor will I ever, believe that obscenity
Backs, Outrageous Women , The Power Ex, up "prurient" in Webster 's New World Dic- Library's free literature table because so, ordinances and Dworkin-MacK~nnon-styled
change)
are not easily finding their way onto
tionary - " having or expressing lustful meone found the chart on safe sex practices
ideas or desires" . I'm going to have a T- .offensive, some collective members felt we
"Through books and magazines, from political
shirt made which says "Prurient Dyke".) should agree with the Trustees' request to
writings to hard-core porn,. many of us discovered
show the librarian any "potentially offen": •• in the 1983 judgment in the Glad sive" content prior to placement. Selfwho we were, named ourselves, realized we were not
Day Bookstore case images of gay sex censorship. That inclination to self-censor
alone.''
were found to be more 'indecent' and 'of- in response to a real or perceived threat is
the shelves of feminist bookstores. Throughfensive' to community standards than im- what horrifies me the most about obscenity legislation will not. eventually be used
comagainst
the
feminist
and
gay
/lesbian
out
the U.S. and Canada , women's
ages of hetero sex."
ordinances and other forms of censorship.
bookstores have established policies rang-Rites editorial, Dec. 84/Jan. 85, I have a bias. I b~lieve silence can kill munities. They may only attack Torso toing from refusal to carry some or all of the
Toronto, Canada
spirits. A part of us dies inside, or at least day , but our political writings may be submagazines to stocking them with a
gets bruised, when we feel we must not ex- ject tomorrow: We must protect our
disclaimer. When I visited the Toronto
As I read the headline in the Ponland press ourselves. We feed self-hatred when literature, "trashy" or otherwise. For many
Women's Bookstore this summer I found an
Press Herald, I thought of Gay's The Word we believe our thoughts, our images, our ac- gay men and lesbians, our books and
issue of OOB, PE and OW enclosed in a
Bookshop. Right now, London ' s only les- tions are unspeakable, unprintable, un- magazines may be our only connection to
a
community'
our
only
source
of
validation.
binder
for women to review . The bookstore
bian and gay community bookstore is under palatable. When we censor aspects of our
refuses to sell the magazines. Censorship.
seige by British Customs and Excise of- gay/lesbian culture, we can commit psychic Through books and magazines , from
Self-censorship.
ficers. Since an April 1984 raid , several violence against ourselves and our political writings to hard-core porn, many
of
us
discovered
who
we
were,
named
This summer I attended two international,
shipments of books, .over eight-hundred community.
ourselves, realized we were not alone .
gay and lesbian conferences. in Toronto. Up
there , much mention was, made of the On"Censorship and the suppression of
tario Censor Board . " The Ontario
women's ideas provided the impetus for
what?! !?," I asked incredulously (Canada
WIGS O F
feminists ·to create our own institutions.
having quite the liberal rep) . The Ontario
Denied access by the dominant culture to
Censor Board , officially named the-Ontario
the information we wanted and needed,
· Film Review Board. Given the debates we
women started bookstores, publishing
are having here in the U. S., I wanted to
'
houses, record companies, newspapers
know more about Canada's experience with
and other media. It is a bitter irony, then,
con tin ued o n page 15
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INTERNATIONAL HAIR .STYLES
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legislated censorship. I began to ask questions .- The Ontario Censor Board .. .The A
Space Gallery raid .. . Seizure of Pages Window ... Customs Tariff Act.. .Tariff Item
99201-1 ... Bill 82 .. .I scan a few back issues
of 7he Body Politic and Rite~·. Toronto's two
major gay/lesbian monthlies, and pick up
fragments of a frightening picture.

Mt.MORANOUM INTtR IMArn t N 11 0

fNT HIIM M E. MO RAN ~ UM NO. 0
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OB.JET
POLITIQUE D'l NTKRP~~
APPLICAT!ON '
IIUlltRo TARl 7 AlkP.

lNnRPUTIVE POLICY AlllfI IIISTIIATI OH OP

TUI1F lTIN 99201 -1
Th h

Memo randum o ut l tnes and

ex p l a ins the tnterpr e t a.t inn of
tariff H em 99201-1 o f Sc h" du le .. C..
of the Cu s tOlls Tari ff .

Le pri.se n t ...emo
exp l i que I' t n u rp r P. ·
tarl h t r e 99201 :.l ,,
Tar t f des d ouane,; .

Tariff Item 99201-1 reada:

Le llb• ll "
t e l ft comme

1..

1-!

Ap r i l 4 , 198 5
SUIUECT

" ... One of the problems that ... all
foreign publishers (have) is the lack of
guidelines stating what is and is not considered obscene by customs. The reason
is Tariff Order 99201-1, which prohibits
the importation of immoral or indecent
material. The court test is whether
material exceeds the level of tolerance of
the average Canadian."
-Kevin Orr, The Body Politic,
March 1984

'

·aook•, printed paper I
dravfng.s, palnt:t nga, prtnta ,
photograph• or repretent a t i ons
of any kind

1.

!

'"Livreos
pe t !l t u
phot o ,
de t (

(t) of a treasonable o r

tedfttau• nature or
(tf) that are deemt!d t o he

Torso, a gay male glossy magazine, was
ordered early in 1984 to remove a full page
ad and a story under threat of classification
as "immoral and indecent". When the
Canadian edition appeared in February
1984, "Censored" was printed across eight
and a half blank pages. Three months later,
the Ontario Censor Board seized four video
tapes and projection equiment from A
Space, an artist-operated gallery in Toronto, though none of the tapes contained explicit sex. In fact , the videos were part of

·obs cene · un de r i ubs e ~ tJ or;
1~9 (8) of the ~
~or
(ft{) t ha t cons titute .. ha te
pr o pa g.1 nd.a .. within t he
mea ning of aubs e ct 1o n
281. J (8) o f th• Cri mi na l

~-

2.

- --

Ta rfff l t em 99 201 -1 , u: enaC'ted
by s e ('tJon l , Bha l l c-ea st.• t o
have efferc on Ju ne 30 , 1986 . ..

"Six Days of Resistance Against the Censor Board," as the action was called, was
a response to the February 1985 passage of
Bill 82 which clarified the powers of the
Censor Board and expanded its jurisdiction
to the private viewing of videos. (Bill 82 had
been introduced by the provincial government following OFVAS's victory in the
courts.) Here in the U.S., when the last issue
of Sinister Wisdom almost didn't get pubthe ad copy contained street language (Sound
I ished because the printer found a
familiar??) and a suggestive photograph of
photograph-Objectionable, several businesses
two naked men. A shipment of Bad Attitude,
threatened to withdraw their accounts. The
a lesbian sex magazine out of Boston, was
issue got published. American feminists
seized this summer by Canadian Customs on
organized the Feminist Anti-Censorship
its way to Vancouver's bookstore. The list
Taskforce in September 1984 as a response
· is endless.
to the introduction of anti-porn legislation
· in Suffolk County, New York. FACT con"All on site film, video and slide screentinues to exist as a feminist voice and lobby
ings have not been censored, and are coagainst censorship.
sponsored by the Days of . Resistance
My questions in Toronto led me 'to two
Coalition against the Ontario Censor
resistance
fighters - John Greyson, a 15
Board."
year-old vjdeo artist, and Jerald
-From Conference and Pride Day Pro- .
Moldenhauer, the owner of Glad Day
gram Booklet, Toronto 1985
Bookshop in Boston and Toronto. Both
kindly agreed to be interviewed. Both men
Our communities in both Canada and the
have been in the center of the censorship
U.S. are fighting back against censorship.
struggles in Ontario due to their life's work.
Following the raid on A Space, a community
I am grateful for the time they gave me. I
coalition called the Ontario Film and Video
regret I did not have the time that week to
Appreciation Society successfully chalspeak
with more members of Toronto's gay,
lenged in court the vague criteria of the Onlesbian,
and feminist communities.
tario Censor Board. Just this April, over 80
The interview with Moldenhauer will aporganizations in eleven cities in Ontario held
pear in next month's Our Paper.
a massive civil disobedience action when
they publicly showed over 120 films and
videos without submitting them to the Ontario Censor Board for prior approval. The

'' All site film, video and slide screenings have not
been censored, and are co-sponsored by the Days of
Resistance Coalition against the Ontario Censor
Board.''
-Program for IGA Conference and Lesbian/Gay
Pride Day, Toronto
the British Canadian Video Exchange 1984.
The Censor Board claimed jurisdiction over
videos and seized the tapes because A Space
hasn't solicited the board's prior approval
for the showing. Despire the Ontario Censor Board's approval of "Born In Flames, "
a futuristic lesbian-feminist film, for a 1983
film festival showing, the board movetl to
cut the film last year prior to general community release. Public Oiltcry stopped the
proposed cutting. Also last year, a gay
men's erotic magazine, First Hand, had
several issues classified as "immoral and indecent" and, when threatened with denial
of entry into Canada, suspended shipments
to Canada. Just this May, a feminist art
display at Pages Bookstore in Toronto was
seized by Metro Toronto Police and the
owner charged with displaying obscene
material. The exhibit, "It's A Girl," part
of a women's art festival, included
menstrual pads with red paint on them, condoms, lingerie and album covers. Also in
May, an obscenity complaint was made
against GO INFO, a small monthly
newspaper published by Gays of Ottawa. An
ad placed by the AIDS Committee of Toronto raised the furor of the authorities because
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John Greyson

2 BATES STREET 784-2251
GAME ROOM/ DISCO

HAPPY HOUR THURS. & SUN.· ALL HIGHT!

"We know from bitter experience that
the Censor Board is two-faced. Whiie it
appropriates feminist concerns around
violence against women, it simultaneously has raided and seized the gay video
"Framed Youth" ... banned the anti-porn
feminist film "Not A Love Story," and

tried to censor the feminst film "Born In
Flames.''
-John Greyson during the Six Days of
Resistance, quoted in Rites (June 1985)
Greyson, originally from London, Ontario and a resident of Toronto since 1978,
has produced social issue documentaries
(e.g. Nicaragua, Ontario farmworkers)
more experimental work dealing almost exclusively with gay issues anq focusing on
sexuality, gender, and how sexuality is
organized in society. This latter work includes a trilogy - "Perils of Pedagogy,"
"Jungle Boy," and "Kipling Meets the
Cowboys." Greyson, whom I first saw
sporting a spiffy dress while emceeing
Toronto's Gay and Lesbian Pride Day
Celebration, served on the organizing committee for the; "Six Days of Resistance." ·
DE: Tell me about the ,Ontario Censor
Board.
JG: Technically, it was the Ontario Board _
of Censors, but we always said "Ontario
Censor Board'' because it was easiest. When
they expanded their powers, they changed
their name to the Ontario Film Review
Board to make it seem more benign. We
refuse to use the new name. The change took
place on February lst with the passage of
Bill 82 in our provincial parliament. Essentially, it consolidated all the powers they
always claimed .to have had, but it put them
in writing, and it actually gave them a whole
new level of jurisdiction. Before Bill 82,
they had this very vague piece of legislation
called the Theatres Act which could be interpreted all over the place and which was
the basis for two very successful community court cases against the Censor Board.
Both were won and basically proved the
Censor Board unconstitutional according to
our National Charter of Rights and
Freedoms which went through in 1982.
The Ontario Censor Board, while similar
to other boards across the country' is by far
the most powerful and the most aggressive.
Most Hollywood films distributed in the
English language come through Ontario
before they're distributed to the other provinces. The other factor I think is important
is that until last month's election, we had a
continuous conservative government for' 42
years which ruled supreme and had all sorts
of powers which had never been challenged. They consolidated a base to develop
a very repressive Censor Board.
While most countries have some form of
regulation over commercial films distributed
in theatres , the Censor Board claims much
more . They claim the power to cut and ban
any and all films . They banned "Pretty_
Baby , '' ''The Tin Drum, ' ' they made cuts

continued on page 16
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how did they relate to the Six,,..Days of of Varda Burstyn's work and her editing of
the anthology Women Against Censorship.
Resistance?
JG: A'tl the same debates have been · That contribution has had an incredible im?;; played out here as in the United States. "Not pact in terms of working within the feminist
'§ A Love Story" was banned in the province community and also working in the
....
and that probably more than anything else ,. mainstream to say , "These feminists are
educated feminists that to ally with the state. fighting pornography , but they are saying
a very right-wing state in this province , to censorship is no solution; ifs part of the
ally with church leaders , with right-wing problem ."
DE: What's the definition of obscenity in
forces organizing against pornography , was
a real mistake. Within the anti-censorship provincial law?
JG: It 's quite explicit now. It includes
organizing it became clearer and clearer
over the past few years , and really reached "gratuitous acts '' of any representation of
a very sophisticated level with the Six Days · sexuality , any act of sexuality representing
project, that a feminist analysis had to be sex with youth , which is very broadly definright upfront from the start in the coalition . ed, "gratuitous acts" of urination and
And it was. The central coordinating com- vomiting: I think what's going to happen is
mittee and a good third of the organizations that there's a lot of artists who , as .soon as
got involved, cosponsored screenings, they're told they can't do something, they're
showed feIJ1inist work. In every public state- going to do it. So, we ' re going to have a lot
ment we made, in every press conference, of vomiting and urination in art production
in all the literature and in the posters, there over the next few years. It's filled with stuff
were clear statements not just talking about like that. I don't know if we can actually
sexism and misogyny in mainstream media, substantiate this, but we've heard various
but also racism, class oppression, other reports that they have checklists of degrees
in "Luna." These are some of the more started an organized resistance that has
forms of discrimination. We were trying to of erection for men's cocks . If it's at 8
notorious examples. They attempted to cut developed to the point where we now have
educate people that we've rejected civil o'clock or 9 o'clock, maybe, but once it hits
"Born In · Flames" and still give it a a real movement of people - producers,
10 or 11 o'clock, forget it.
libertarian arguments around censorship,
restricted rating. The "Born In Flames" ex- distributors and programmers who refuse to
The A Space gallery raid last year was one
that they don't work, that free speech
ample is interesting because they wanted to submit and run that risk every time.
arguments basically create a climate of con- of the first times the Censor Board had hit
cut out this wonderful sequence of women's
DE: Do you flaunt it when you do it?
hands doing women's work - cleaning,
JG: It depends . We just came out of an
'' ... the anti-censorship movement, far from being a
washing, putting a condom on a penis. Of experience in April called the "Six Days of
course, that was the punchline of the whole Resistance Against the Censor Board'' and
reactionary, libertarian movement that demands
sequence and as soon as you take that out, that was definitely flaunting it. What started
'free speech' at the expense of women and
the entire sequence is killed . That's the sen- as six days became fifteen days of mass civil
sibility of the Censor Board.
disobedience. It was des1gned to break the
minorities, has developed a sophisticated and proThe Censor Board claims jurisdiction over law, to educate the general public about the
gressive critique of censorship ... ''
literally every commercial and non- issue, and to prove that the Censor Board,
commercial screening in the province, be it even if it tried , could never hope to pro-· John Greyson, writing in Rites (June 1985)
film, video, or even slides, in public or in secute what'it says it should be prosecuting.
private. This is the spelling out of the new
DE: Have you seen changes since then?
tinuing oppression of disenfranchised peo- the artist community in a very direct way.
explicit legislation. They want to see it What has been the impact on the public?
ple
- be they gays and lesbians, feminists, Srmply because they weren't submitted for
before you show it and, if you don't, you ' re
JG: It was real exciting outside Torontq.
non-whites
. We tried instead to construct a prior censorship, the tapes and equipment
liable fur fii;ies_, about $2,000 to $3,000, and There's a history of organizing in Toronto;
.
new
argument
around censorship - that we were seized. A Space had to go through a
there's a great deal of consciousness. But
six-months in jail.
have to fight censorship because it's political very lengthy and costly ,court case to get the
''In an unjust society, unjust laws are only _struck
repression. They may ~e going after what tapes and equipment back. The Brits wer'?..
they
" dirty smut," but actually they're just freaked out; it had been this official em- ~
down when enough people stand up and break them. goingcallafter
ideas , whether they be ideas bassy exchange of culture. The embassy
That is what we are doing tonight.''
about sexuality, society, women, whatever. decided 1101 to do anything diplomatically
We made a breakthrough because we not because that would cause too much of a
-. John Greyson during the Six Days of Resistance
only had the real participation of women's stink.
Festival, quoted in Rites (June 1985)
groups, but also Latin American support
DE: How do they get you? Do they send
groups , peace groups , some participation out spies?
DE: Do you· submtt your work?
out~id,e this city~ in most of the other cities
from the trade union movement, communiJG: Two years ago I produced a tape on where artists are active, they 've never seen
JG: They have agents who can lay
ty people who have always seen censors~ip charges themselves and/or with the colNicaragua with two other people. We de- it as an issue, in part because the Censor
as an artists ' or free speech issue which laboration of a police officer. During the Six
cided to enter it in a festival knowing the Board has hit up what's in Toronto, but not
never addressed their needs. We started to Days Resistance , we had an average of four
festival submitted to the Censor Board by what's in London, Ottawa, and others. So
talk about how none of their voices were be- cops at every screening. And we actually
documentation, which is a written descrip- this was a real breakthrough. This was the
ing heard. That may not be directly because had a great deal of fun . A very progressive
tiqn of all films and tapes. We made that first time a province-wide action had been
of the Censor Board , but it's certainly la}Vyers association in the province, the Law
choice because we wanted to distribute the done. There 's been a lot of public education.
because of this same government.
tape. Not only a producer or distributor has And, an ongoing coalition has been launched
Union of Ontario , donated legal help, so
The other key contributions was the group they showed up at every screening. We were
to submit, but an exhibitor as well.
. out of the Six Days , so that all the screenWomen Against Censorship which grew out
Since then, I haven't submitted. I'm much ings in this conference are cosponsored by
continued on page 17
more hard-line about it now. I'll just not the Days of Resistance Coalition. For inshow in Ontario rather than submit, or I'll · stance, if we got charged for showing "La
organize my own screening. At this point, Cage," which is quite explicit, or " Scorit's not just principle; it's a real practical pio Rising " or " Choosing Ch'ildren ," it
thing to do. Two years ago there wasn't the doesn 't matter - we'd have the Days of
STATEMENT< >F Tl IE
same mass movement. If we get more and Resistance Coalition behind us . There 's a
more people to say they refuse to submit in defense fund ready to fight the charges, a
any way, it's going to have an effect.
province-wide network of people ready to
In the past five years , a: whole movement organize on our behalf. This coalition has
AGAINST TH E CENSOR B<)/\RD
provided a real sense of security for pro~ within the artist CO!llmunity has grown. As
the Censor Board started to hit up the art- ducers, distributors , and · exhibitors who
ists and say , __ " You have to submit your refuse to submit, and it' s given the entire
work,'' the filmmakers and the video artists province a framework for fighting the Cenespecially started to say, " No. We don 't sor Board in an ongoing way.
submit our sculptures or our paintings. Why
DE: Is there a strong anti-pornography
. should we submit our films and tapes?'" We movement among feminists in Toronto and
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''Wigs of Fraiice''-V~sits Portland

Reflections On A Bisexual Retreat
by Ginny LaCrow
well for almost everybody. The food was
I had one of the most relaxing, well-fed ,
vegetarian and delicious .
well-rested. and stimulating weekends all
The retreat itself was well organized and
summer at the Second Annual Bisexual
ran pretty smoothly . My only comment .
Retreat. The setting, Another Place, in
would be that more play activities be made
Greenvi\le, New Hampshire, is a rambling
available during free time , although the
old house with ideal spaces for group
spontaneous numerology readings were a
meetings and private spaces for more inriot and the sweat lodges were well attimate conversations. The staff was friendtended. The guided fantasy was a great idea
ly and made an effort to make us feel at
but I think the topic was too sexually
home. Once people began to feel comforstimulating , which brings me to another
table with each other,, nudity in the back
topic: public displays of passion. I had some
field became the norm. There was some untrouble with this and I suspect that I wasn't
comfortableness in mixed groups but I nothe
only one. I wouldn 't want to say that all
ticed that once we began opening up and
sexual activity be banned at the retreat but
talking to one another . the atmosphere
I think that guidelines need to be set up for
bec,ame more relaxed . Massages were freewhat's appropriate in the more public areas
ly given and received all weekend, I gave
of the house and in the rooms that are being
and received two myself. Some of the topics
in the workshops were: Womyn Relating to shared by a number of people. I trust that
Womyn , Womyn and Men Relating to Each this issue will be addressed before the next
Other, Sexism, Monogomy and Non- retreat.
Overall I had a great time. I met some inMonogomy in Bisexual Relationships, Committed Bisexual Relationships , and Bisex- teresting people and made a special connecuality and Spirituality . The ones I attended tion with a person who reminded me that my
were provocative and revealing. The only responsibility was to relax and have
highlight for me was to b~ with a group of fun . I have had .some new thoughts about my
such diverse and unique people who opened own community and I feel like I've tapped
themselves up for some very intimate con- into a wonderful network of renaissance
versations. The sleeping arrangements were · people who are bound and determined to
divided up into men' s only. womyn ' s only change the way we view ourselves and our
and mixed rooms which I think worked out sexuality.
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by Buddy Wimert
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Wednesday the 25th of July was a day .
Portland '. s #1 disco won't forget! Tomi
Calhoun, national sales manager of the
"Wigs of France" visited Portland for the
first time. She was greeted at Portland's International Jetport with the Royal Red
Carpet Treatment usually only visiting heads
of state receive. A Champagne Party
Welcoming Committee by Camouflage, the
" Wigs of France" ;New England distributor,
~as held at the Sunspray Condominium in
Old Orchard.
After the welcoming ceremonies, Ms.
Calhoun was taken to DiMillo's for a gayla
sit down dinner hosted by Camouflage. We
arrived in style with a 24' Lincoln Limo.
After having a delightful dinner we arrived
at the Underground. Paul Hood, owner. of
the bar, greeted us at the door. The Wigs
of France were greeted by about twenty-five
girls wearing the latest of Fashion Wigs -

NOW TAKING CALLS
continued from page 1
In May, GHAC began recruiting
volunteers. In July, seventeen of those
volunteers showed up for an organizational
meeting about their work on the AIDS-Line.
Most later attended a one-day training session in Boston put on for GHAC by the
~D.S A~tion Committee. A follow-up training session, with Barry Davidson of New
York qty's G<;ty l\1ens Health Crisis AIDS
Hotline, will occur in the fall. - Ongoing
volunteer training will also be conducted by
GHAC. The goal is for the AIDS-Line staff
to become ' AIDS experts ' capable of
answering all manner of questions about
AIDS and dealing with any number of AIDS
related issues. Provisions are also being
made for a 'caregiver for the caregivers' to
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pinks, purples, greens. Wildi Wild! Wigs! .
The DJ of the Underground welcomed the
Wigs of France. The night was thri\ling for
all of us as well as all the people that shared
our good time.
Wigs are certainly part of the gay community. It's great to have a company that
caters to gay people as well as straights.
Many personalities wear wigs such as
Dynasty's Queen Joan Collins, Tina Turner,
Cindy Lauper - really too many to list. And
closer to home we have the famous Sweet
and Sour, Cheeta, and _other female impersonation groups.
The fashion accessory for the fall -is
definitely a wig! The pinker, the purpler, the
greener the better!
The Wigs of France are available at
Camouflage in South Portland a·nd
Madeline's Beauty and Wig Shop in Saco.

be available to assist AIDS-Line staff in
coming to terms with the more stressful
elements of their job.
The AIDS-Line will be able to provide information about AIDS and ARC , risk reduction techniques, common STDs, the HTLVIII test, guidelines for' health care providers
and ot_h er professionals working with people with AIDS or ARC, suggestions for
anyone living with or friend to a person with
AIDS or ARC, and as up-to-date information as possible on AIDS research .
Referrals to doctors and medical facilities
abreast of AIDS , to those authorized to administer the HTLV-III test, to social service
agencies (providing financial assistance), to
counselors, lawyers, and support groups, .to .
STD clinics, and to emergency services will
also be provided.
But most i1J1portant wi\l be the AIDS~ine' s ability to offer comfort and support,
m a _broad sense to a community at large,
and m a personal sense to each individual
caller. If a person has AIDS , ARC , or just
plain anxiety , or concerns about AIDS or
ARC in general, it is hoped that the AIDSLine will be able to provide them with both
immediate and long term assistance and
support.
For more information about the AIDS- .
Line or to volunteer, contact the Gay Health
Action Committee, P.O. Box 10723 ,
Portland, ME 04104. If you would like to
make a financial contribution, contact the
Maine Health Foundation, Inc. , P.O. Box
7329 DTS, Portland, ME 04112 .
The AIDS-Line is there for you. The
number to call is 775-1267 .
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continued from page 16
able to exclude the police because, as
-·organizers of this public event, we had the
right to ask them to leave because we felt
their presence would disrupt the screening.
We 'd make this statement and they 1were
forced to leave. It was fabulous . It's just a
constitutional right that in any public circumstance the hosts of the event can ask
anyone to leave they 'd like. Now , it's not
a very good thing to put into practice
because, of course, you can get into incredible discrimination , but in the case of the Six
Days it was very clear they were going to
disrupt the events. They were all undercover, but y ou could still see them a mile
off.. ,these big bulky men trying to dress like
artists .

has just said a Censor Board isn't necessary.
He's a liberal. We ' ve just elected a liberal
New Democratic Party minority government. If we can mobilize public pressure,
we can really make some movement on this
thing" now .
Putting on my other hat of being active
in the gay and lesbian community and working a lot in media within the community ,
we're using media more. We' re making our
own tapes , our own films. TheFe 's a lot
more independent work by and about
ourselves we need to see. As that ac- •
celerates, I think the community is going to ,
get more mobilized around the issue and
realize we have to affect this through to the
.finish. We ' re going to win eventually .

"I'll just not show in Ontario rather than submit, or
1'_11 organize my own screening. I'm much more
hard-line about it now.''
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(I would like to thank Rites, Gay ComDE: Are any cases currently in the courts?
JG: There ' s been cases launched by the munity News and The Body Politic for their
Ontario Film and Video Association Socie- excellent news coverage which was extremety . They took the Censor Board to court ly helpful in providing facts for this article,
following the raid on A Space. They've and the members of the gay/lesbian comlaunched a new suit which I'm involved with munity in Toronto with whom I spoke who
because they're using one of my tapes called gave me so much inspiration and
"Jungle Boy" which contains explicit information.)
footage of two men fucking . They're using NEXT ISSUE: INTERVIEW WITH
that as part of a constitutional challenge and GLAD DAY BOOKSTORE OWNER
including sex education films, soft-core porn JEARLD MOLDENHAUER
films, feminist films, gay and lesbian films.
They're trying to get an opinion from the 1
Censor Board, then take them to court on
the basis of that opinion and say the board
1
is unconstitutional .
I
DE: How has all of this affected you as
an artist?
Tapes/Records/C.D. 's
JG: A lot of us have been in it for the
Michael Jones
Windham Hill artists
long-term. The first case I got involved in
Poul Horn
Kitoro
Vongelis
was about six years ago . And we're going
Koy Gordner
Fresh Aire
Do 'o
to continue until we get rid of the board. On
A . Vollenweider
Steven Halpern
the one hand, it's made me tense because
Jeon-Michel Jorre
Poul Winter
I use explicit sexuality in a number of the
Our prices ore S1 to 53 off list price.
tapes I do . But that's really secondary
· because every time !'show work, if I refuse
to submit it for censorship, there's always
the possibility that it will get busted, explicit
or not. Coming out of the Six Days we ' re
332 Foie Straet. Po:tlc:""ld. ME 04101 · .
in a much stronger position. Personally , as
Moil Orders Welcome
VISA & Mastercard accepted
an artist, I know there 's a coalition in back
772-8416
of me. And the Censor Bdard knows its days
are ·numbered. The new Minister of Culture · !;==============;;;;;;;;J

:

When I joined the Gay Health Action
Committee early this year, little did I realize
that within six months I would be the coordinator for Maine's first AIDS hotline. Nor
did I full y realize then how much time and
energy , planning and contingency planning ,
and outright blood, sweat, and tears would
be ne~essary to pull the resources, finances,
factions , and people together to make this
project a viab.le entity. The work is not yet
ewer, in many ways it is just beginning, but
with the AIDS-Line now in operation , the
'time is right to acknowledge those who have
contributed to the success of this venture .
They include:
Rev. Richard Hasty for contributing the
use of his church for our meetings, and for
his knowledge and advice .
Francis Peabody (who lost a grandson ,
and her friend , Jonathan , to AlDS) for her
encouragement, suggestions , experience,
and financial support.
Rick Bouchard of the Gay People 's
Alliance for many things , but especially for
volunteer recruitment.
Albert Nickerson and the Maine Health
Foundation , Inc . , who are our primary
financial sponsors.
John Ho~rson for the support , suggestions , the deluge of AIDS information , and
the undying optimism that we would make
it.
Neva Cram, Mary Johnson , Jill Hooper ,
and the Board of Directors of Ingraham
Volunteers for recognizing the need for our
service and trusting us to provide it in as
professional a manner as possible. Mary
Johnson, in particular, has been most helpful
in the n'itty-gritty aspects of setting up a
phone service.
Jim ·Novotny. Director of STD Control ,
for his long-standing support, up-to-date in-

fo rmation on AIDS in Ma1ne, a refer ral list
of doctors and clinics, and for providing us
with a grant fo r 1,000 dollars.
Doug and Judy of the _(former) Spring
Street Gym fo r allowing us to recru it
volunteers there.
The AIDS Action Committee's Ken
Smith, Marsha Morrison , and Dennis James
for the actual volunteer training, and Larry
Kessler for making his organization 's
resources available to us.
Doctors Owen Pickus and August Valenti for speaking at the AIDS Anxiety Discussion Group meetings attended by many of
the volunteers.
The many concerned and dedicated individual s who have come forward as
volunteers. They are the ones who are real ly making this project possible.
Members of GHAC , in particular Peter
,and Fred who were always there . Thanks
to Fred, too , for the use of his store for·
meetings and his phone for business .
My mother for the constant support and
encouragement (when it seemed like nothing
was happening) , the technical advice , picking up the tab for my phone calls , and doing the voice on the taped message.
Not to be forgotten either are the many
people who have encouraged our efforts
from the start. This collective support provided the impetus to continue, so a big
thanks to all of you from New York to New
Brunswick. You , too , had a hand in this
achievement. [If I've forgotten any group ,
organization , or person, I apologize.]
Such a coming together for a common
cause says very powerfully that we really
do have a community . To me , that
knowledge is the first benefit reaped from
the AIDS-Line. For starters, that ain 't too
shabby.
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3 Moulton Street
Portland, Maine 04101
(207) 77;\-8809

"Hearts of Space"

Come on in and see ·
our ll'ild and crai:,• cards!

'AMADEUS MUSIC.if!.

The Staff at the Backstreet
would like to take a moment and
extend our congratulations
and best wishes
'to "Entre Nous, "
the new women's club.
Good luck in your new business.

(207) 623- 2349

23 Winthrop Street
Hallowell, Maine 04347
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AJDS Hotline
775-1267
M, W, F 7pm to topm

Fredericton Lesbians and Gavs
Box 1556, Station A
•
Fredericton, New Brunswick, Canada

P ..O. Box 8026

Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight
Coalition
(BAGLSC) P.O. Box 1805, Bangor, ME
04401.
989-3306

Free To Be Group
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anon:vmous
P.O. Box 215
.
.
Augusta, Me. 04330 ·

Greater Portland N.O.W.
P.O. Box 4012 Station A
Portland 04101

Friends and P;irents of Gays
729-9843 (Brunswick)
623-2349 ·(Augusta)

Harbor Masters lnc.
P.O. Box 4044
Portland, Me. 04101

Bates Gay/Straight Alliance
Bates College
Lewiston 04240

Gay Health Action Committee
P.O. Box 10723
.Portland 04104

LAGO-SJ (Lesbian and Gay Organization ·Saint John)
Box 6494, Stn. A, Saint John
N.B., Canada E2L 4R9

Bowdoin Gay /St~ight Alliance
Bowdoin College
Brunswick 04011

Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics ·Anonymous
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church
425 Congress St.
Portland 04101

Bangor INTERWEAVE
P.O. Box 8008
Bangor, ME 04401 -

Central Maine Gay/Lesbian Awareness
Coalition
P.O. Box 7917
Lewiston, Me. 04240

GLM (Gais et Lesbiennes de Moncton)
C.P. 7102
Riverview, N.B. ; Canada

Chiltern Mountain Club
P.O. Box 407
Boston, Mass. 02117

Gay Parents Support Group
780-4085 or 772-4741
Portland

Feminist Spiritual Community
c/o State St. Church
159 State St.
Portland 04101

Gay People's Alliance
92 Bedford St.
Portland 04102
780-4085

/

Northern Lambda Nord
P.O. Box 990
Caribou 04736
NLN Gay Phoneline 498-2088

Greater Bangor NOW
Bangor, Me. 04401

OUR PAPER
P.O. Box 10744
Portland 04101

Lesbian/Gay Committee
Me. Chapter Nat'I Assoc. of Social
Workers
780-4120

Seacoast Gay Men
P.O. Box 1394
Portsmouth, NH 03801
UMF/Gay and Straight People's Alliance
(G.A.S.P.)
UMF
Farmington, Me. 04938
USM Women's ·F orum
University of Southern Maine
-94 Bedford St.
Portland 04103

. Maine Health Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 7329 DTS
Portland 04112

Wilde-Stein Club
Memorial Union
University of Maine - Orono
Orono 04469

Maine Lesbian Feminists
P.O. Box 125
Belfast 04915

Web Work
Box 131-D
Calais 04619

Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance
P.O. Box 108
Yarniouth, 'ME. 04096

.Meetings

SUNDAYS
Northern Lambda Nord - last Sunday
of the month - business meeting, 1:00
, pm, followed by a potluck.
Wilde-Stein Club - every Sunday, 7:00
pm, South Bangor Lounge, second floor,
Memorial Union, Univ. of Maine, .
Orono:...

MONDAYS
Feminist Spiritual Community - every
Monday, 7 pm, State Street Church,
Portland.

. THURSDAYS

TUESDAYS
Greater Portland N .0. W. - fourth Tuesday of the month, Y.W.C.A., 87 Spring .
St., Portland, 7:30 pm.
Alcoholics Anonymous
Gays in
Sobriety - every Tuesday, 7:30 pm,
First Parish Unitarian Univerimlist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.
Mid-Coast Parents and Friends of Gays second Tuesday of each month, .7:30,
Brunswjck, call 729-9843.

Bangor Area Gay-Lesbian-Straight Coalition Gay/Lesbian Al-Anon - ~v~ry Tuesday ,
(BAGLSC) , alternate Mondays, 7:30 - 9:30, 7:30 to 8:30 pm, First Parish Unitarian
Unitarian Church~ 126 Union St., Bangor Universalist Church, -425 Congress St.,
Portland .
Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday, 7-9
p.m. (except lst Monday and holidays). Our Paper staff meeting - every TuesUnitarian Universalist Church, 292 State day, 7:30 pm, Our Books, 4 Pine St.,
St. , Portsmouth , NH (side door basement) , Portland. New members are welcome.
call Mark 207-646-2748
Wednesdays
AIDS Anxiety Group - every Wednesday,
C.M.G./L.A.C., 8:30 pm, 2 Bates St.
7 to 9 pm, 232 Court St. (Femini st_Health
(secoqd floor), Lewiston.
Center). Portsmouth, N.H ., 603-436-7588,
207-363-7648.
The Gay/1,esbian Parents Support Group
meets Monday evenings at 7:00 at the USM
Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG) ~
Student Union, 92 Bedford St., Portland . second Wednesday of the month For further information cail 780-4085 or
Fredericton, N.B ., Canada
772-4741.

FRIDAYS

Lesbian/Gay Alcoholics Anonymous...:...
every Thursday, discussio_n meeting at 8
pm, Unitarian Church, Main St.,
Bangor.
Gayi Lesbian Alcc:,holics Anonymous every Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 pm,
First Parish Unitarian Universalist
Church, 425 Congress St., Portland.

"Free To Bee" Gay / Lesbian Alcoholicr,
Anonymous-every Friday, 7:30to8·30.
All Souls Unitarian Church, 11 King St.,
,Augusta.
·
Gay People's Alliance - every Friqay:, 7
pm, 92 Bedford St., Portland - open
meetings.

CMG/LAC rap 'sessions, 2 Bates St.
·
(second, floor), Lewiston.
AIDS Anxiety Discussion Group meets
every other Thursday at 7:QO p.m. Our
Books, i:1- Pine St. , Portland , 773-5540. See
monthly calendar for dates.
Greater Bangor NOW - last Thursday of
the month , Bangor City Hall, 7 pm . Call
989-3306 for info.
UMF Gay and Straight People's Alliance
(G.A.S.P.) - every Thursday at 3:30 ,
Fireside Lounge, Student Center, Univ. of
' ME ., Farmington
Womyn Who Write - second and fourth
Thursday , 7-9 pm, USM Women's Forum'
office, 92 Bedford St. , Portland, 780-4083 .

Alcoholics Anonymous meets every Friday
8-9:30 - Gays Together in Sobriety (Open
Discussion) Christ Episcopal Churnh , 805
Lafayette Road, Portsmouth, N.H.

SATURDAYS
Bangor INTERWEAVE - first and third
,Saturdays , potluck suppers. meeting , starting at 7 pm. Dances every Saturday , 9 pm
to I am . Unitarian Church , 126 Union St.
Free To Be Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics
Anonymous, every Saturday, 8:00 pm,
The House, 60 Oak St. (corner Blake),
Lew1ston.
Bangor INTERWEAVE - first and third
Saturdays. potluck suppers. meeting. start.ing at 7 pm. Dances eve ry Saturday 9 pm
to I am. Unitarian Church. 126 Union St.

Calendar_
Thursday, September 5
AIDS Anxiety Discus~ion Group , at Our
Books , 4 Pine St. , Portland , 7 pm . Open to
all.

Friday, Sept. 13
Movie (to be announced) at Gay People·s
Alliance. 92 Bedford St., Portland, 7:00.

Sept. 6-8
Sailing weekend at Blueberry Cove.
Tenants Harbor. Call 207-372-6353.

Sept. 13-15
Libana, the Boston women ·s ensemble,
teaching at Blueberry Cove. Tenants Harbor. Call 207-372-6353 .
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Madeline Spadola
M.S.Ed., R.S.A.C.
14'0 Washington Street
Camden, Maine 04843
(207) 238-9022

SaturdaJ, Sept. 14
•
Sept. 20-22
Open eveni ng for women with Libana, 8
Saili_ng Weekend with Women Outdoors
pm , $3., Blueberry Cove, Tenants Harbor. at Blueberry Cove. Call Teri Granger.
207-372-6353 .
. 207-774-4044 days .
Fdday, Sept. 27
Thursday, September 19
Gay charades at Gay People's Alliance .
AIDS Anxiety Discussion Group , at Our
Books , 4 Pine St. , Portland , 7 pm . Open to 92 Bedford St .. Portland. 7 pm_
all.
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THE GOOD EGG CAFE
705 Congress Street
773 • 0801

Counseling for gays, lesbians
their relatives and relationships

Frances E. (F.E.) Pentlarge, M .A.
Counselor

Augusta, Me.
(207) 623-2349

